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84 COMMUNICATION  OF  THE  COMMISSION  TO  THE  COUNCIL 
COMMUNITY  POLICY  FOR  DATA-PROCESSING 
Firat Elements  for a  Medium- Term  programme 
Second  Group  of Priority Proposals 
Following the Resolution of the Council  on  Dat~Processing,  of 
July 1974,  the Commission  has proposed a first series of five priority 
actions in the field of applio&tiona  in March  1975•  This communication 
provides a  first  outline of a  broader strategic approaoh,whioh could be 
adopted  in a  pluriannual programme  to start in January 1977,  and  which 
offers an  immediate  framework  for a  second  aeries of priority actions which 
the  Commission  considers urgent  and  which  should start in 1976. 
These  actions are attached to this Communication. 
A number  or factors argue for this more  systematic  overall approach• I 
1)  The  Commission's  initial proposals,  though useful,  were  modest 
and  will therefore have  little impact  on  the central objectives of the 
Resolution of July 1974  : to  encourace  the European  baaed  iaduatry and 
create an  environment  which  si;nifioant~ helps users to apply  dat~processing 
more  cheaply and  more  effeotivel1• 
2)  The  cost of the Community's  developing dat~processing policy 
in future years remains  unoert&inJ  so there is no  clear view  tor Member 
States,  or the European  Parliament,  of what  the programme  will cost. Nor 
is it possible for Member  States, by comparing one  objective with another, -2-
to identif,y priorities. It is also extremelY difficult for the Commission 
to 1nake  effective and  fruitful use  of its limited manpower  if there is no 
clear picture of the scale of aot1vity that will be  acceptable  and  indeed 
supported by Member  States. Objectives need to be  set,  together with  a.  global 
budget,  on  a rolling basie,  over a  period of years. 
3) The  European Parliament,  in its opinion on  the first five priority 
actions,  has strongly emphasised  the need far a  wider overall strategy. 
4)  The difficulties  dthin the Unidata group,  and  the doubts  they 
have  raised about  the viability of the European-based  industry,  require  a 
restatement  of Community  strategy. 
The  Computer  Scene 
Such  a  strategy must  reflect the realities of the data.-processing 
soene. 
The  presoures of ocale  and  the competitive difficulties which  have, 
over the years,  eliminated such major enterprises  as RCA,  General Eleotrio 
and  now  Xerox,  from  the data-processing business,  continue to apply.  Yet 
the Community's  intereot is that there should be  a  variety of competitive 
auppliers. 
As  the Table below  shows,. salee of systems,  including medium  to largo 
uata-prooessorc are  otill responsible for  over 50  per cent of sales of data-
proceseine equipment. It must  remain a  central objective of Community  policy 
to promote  and  encourage  the formation of at least one  major  European-baaed 
grouping capable  of sustaining a  viable eoonomio  existence  and  of oohieving 
balanced partnership with partners in the United States aad Japan. -3-
Estimated ,Sector Development  ot the Community  Data Prooenin« Maztket  from 
1974 to 1979 
1974  1979 
Sectors 
in millions  as  a  in million[  as  a ---
·ot u  •  .A•s  peroentase  ot U.A•s  percent  age 
- Computer  and  data  ~) 
processing systems  3,177  57 
- Mini  and  micro-computers  508  9 
- Peripheral equipment  1,382  25 
- Sottwa.re  **)  474  9 
Total  5,541  100 
~) Including softwazoe  sales by  systems  companies 
~) Sales by  the  independent  sottware industr.r 
5,2o8  51 
1,1o8  11 
2,831  28 
994  10 
10,141  100 
Source  :Study by  SOBEMAP  :  Study of the  Requirements  for  Financing the 
European  Data Processing Industry. 
The  challenge ot IBM  however,  remains daunting and  is taking a.  new 
form  as it makes  rapid progress towazods  providing customers with a  total 
intormation system,  including teleoomunioations taoilities,  and  an  immense 
variety of possible online applications systems.  Apart  from  its managementakills 
it is doing this  beg  means  of :its Systems  Network  Architecture;  its PBX3750 
telecommunications  switching system  for private users;  the development  of its 
minicomputer  business  (system  32)  and  the provision of  a  very wide  range of 
terminals  to  suit different applications;  and  components  with  a  greater power 
than  any  other manufacturer in the world  can offer. 
Community  policy mut  al.•o  take  aooount  ot the rapid transformation 
of the data.-prooessing soene1  in what  oan be  called the era ot distributed 
computing.  This hu the tollawing ohll'eoteristios a -4-
a) The  explosive development  of component  teohnoloQ is making it 
possible to place  on  the  market  an  ever-growing range  of intelligent devices 
remote  from  the central processor and  close to the 'Wier  and  his needs.  The 
man  in the street has encountered  one  example  of the application of this 
component  technology in the  pocket calculator. 
b)  ~ continuing more  rapid growth  in the market  for minicomputers, 
terminals,  peripherals and  communications  equipment  than in the market  for 
central processors  {See  Table  I  above) 
o)  An  increasingly close relationship between telecommunications  and 
computing.  On  the  one  hand,  an ever-growing range  of computers  and  terminal 
devices are  being linked through networks;  on  the  other,  telecommunications 
switching exchanges  are becoming computers. 
nliB new  era opens  up  two  contradictory trends relevant  to Community 
policy 
On  the  one  hand,  the  immense  variety of types  of equipment  and  softl'tare 
now  required in systems,  could open  up  opportunities for  an  ever-grm-1ing 
diversification and  decentralisation of data-processing,  provided public 
authorities can create  a  framework  of standards,  procurement  and  aid '1-thich 
prevent  monopolisation and  assist this process  of diversification. Both  in 
the  interests of European users  and  of a  healthy and  competitive  industry, 
it must  be  the  aim  of Community  policy to promote  such an  open  market  and 
industry  :  an  industry in which  olea.r~ defined and  implemented standards 
permit  the  assembly of distributed systems  from  a  variety of suppliers  and 
in which  the European part of the  ind'W!Itry  is able to develop its strength 
in a  variety of sectors of the market. 
A second and  much  less attractive possibility is hoNever  also  opened 
up.  The  development  by  a  single dominant  company  of a  comprehensive  software 
and  systems network architeoture,within which it offers a  complete  range  of 
equipment  to meet  a  large part of these needs, could look o'W!Itomers  in for 
many  years to come,  severely limiting their freedom  of ohoioe,  if no public 
framework  of standards,  and no  public polioies to provide alternative 
suppliers with a  favourable  environment  are developed. -5-
In the Commission's view,  the basio  induatrial premises  of the 
Resolution of July 1974  remain unchallenged 
That  it is not  acceptable to users  or the publio  interest for  a  oin,•;lc 
compan,y  to dominate  and  control not  only the classic world of central proceanors 
but  the  new  world of distributed oomputing. 
That  some  part,  at least,  of this key  industry must  be  under  ~uror~•~ 
control. 
The  European  market  for data-processing equipment  (with  some  5 billion 
uc.  todey)  is at ill only half the  eize  of that  in the  United Statea.  Dut  it 
is growing faster.  Even  given  a  elower rate  of economic  growth  than  in  the 
past ten years,  it could still double  in value  by  1980. 
Oiven this growth,  it is perfectly poasiblfl  for  a.  variot.v  of  l•:urono~lll 
compunioa  to thrive  illld  become  economically viable within the  ncx t  ten yc;tt•:;, 
provided they can operate  in a  favourable  European  environment  a.nd  <~re  promi  t~d 
in  the  necessary ways. The  strategic aim  of Community  policy millJt  be  to m<Linta.in 
a  pluraliatic data.-processing society,  in which,  in the  era of di::-rLrihutcd 
computinff1  ueers  have  wide  freedom  of choice  in the  purchase  of  softw~~e or 
equipment,  and  a  variety of competitive producers thrive. 
The  Document  which follows elaborates some  features  of tho  overall 
policy needed for this sector. It ia followed by a  limited number  of specific 
proposals which,  in the  view of the Commission,  need to be decided  in 1975, 
to make  possible  implementation in 1976• -6-
In the light of these oommenta,  and  of discussions within Community 
institutions,  the Commission proposes to present to the Council,  by April 
1976,  an overall programme  tor the development  of the  dat~proceaeing industry 
in the Community  and  tor the promotion ot dat~prooesaing application••  This 
programme,  to be  baaed on the report  on  the  dat~prooeeeing industry which 
the Commisaion  is at present elaborating,  would  cover the  ye~U"s 1977  to 1980 
and would correspond to the medi1m-term  programme  envisaged in the Resolution 
of the Council of July 1974.  The  programme will provide  both  an  overall  frame· 
work  for  the policies of Member  States and  a  limited number  of priority 
actions requiring Community  fundiftg  or artivity. 
&.  THE  ENVIRONMENT  OF  DAT~PROCESSING AND  'l'HE  USBR 
A aeries of related polioies is designed to maintain an  open  and 
competitive environment,  in which the user is :tree to b~  competitive equip-
ment  from  a  vazoiety ot suppliers,  conversion coats azoe  reduced,  and  etanda:--
disation in key areaa opens  up  the market to a  variety of suppliers and 
facilities. 
1)  Standa:-da Polioy 
The  developmen~ maintenance  and  widespread  acceptance  of common 
dat~processing standards helps users,  by enabling them to combine  equipment 
and  aoftwa:-e  from different  suppliers and  permi~ng them to move  on  to new 
equipment  a  without  high conversion ooatse It provides  a  framework  favourable 
to the existence  of a  wide  range  of competitive industrial suppliers,  who 
can offer equipment  or software that can be  attached to other equipment, 
without high adaptation coats. It ie important  that standarde are  recommended' 
and  applied by impartial public bodies,  able to represent  a  wide  speotwn 
of industrial and user interests,  and  are not  imposed by an individual 
dominant  concern,  whose  standards inevitably ohanse without regard to such 
wider interests {of users and induatr,r). -7-
For these reasons,  the Commission established,  in Februaey- 1975,  a  Working 
Group  on Standards  (NGS),  oomposed of national experts. Its tasks  are to make 
recommendations,  on  desirable Community  standards in the data-processing field, 
to assist the Commission  in formulating policies for their implementation,  and 
to recommend  Community  positions in world standardisation organisations.  The 
aim  or the Commission  and the Group  is to seek to def'ine  a  Community  strateBY 
which will make  mad.mwn  use  of existing standards  and  standardisation crganisa,-
tions.  On  occasion,  however,  it will be neoessar;r to promote  the development 
of new  standards. 
The  Working Group  on  Standards has  alre~ established two  areas  of 
priority activity Gnd  set up  appropriate working parties  : 
a)  COBOL  is the  most  widely used high level  langua.ee  in Data--Processing• 
A l'torking party is being cread to try to define  recommended  standard European 
subsets of COBOL  and formulate  Community views in relation to international 
disoussions  on  standards. 
b) Network  standards. These  are critical to the entire development  of 
distributed Data-Processing. 
•  Partly in response to Community  initiatives,  the CEPT  decided,  at its 
conference  in April 1975,  to set up  a  series of'  working parties to work  on 
harmonisation of future  telecommunications  services and standards.  One  of these 
is concerned with data.-oommunications.  The  network standazods working pa.rtyeet  up 
by WGS  will seek to elaborate  and put to the CEPT  preferred Community  solutions 
\'lith regard to those  telecommunications  st&Ddards which affect data.-prooessing. 
It will then work to define recommendations  on a  wider range  of data.-oomnnmioa.-
tion standards. 
o) In a  third field,  that of real time data-processing systems,  l'thioh 
should be  responsible for about  bne  third of the data-processing ma.rkot  by 1980, 
the Conuniosion  is proposing tha.t the Community  should support the development 
of a  new  standa.rd  language  (See Annex  I). 
This is an area in which there axist  a  substantial number  of separate 
national languages which will become  obsolete within the next five years. 
A European initiative now,  making use  ~t work  already undertaken outside  the 
Commission,  could create a  new  European-baaed international 
•  Conference  Europeenne  des  Postea et Telecommunications -8-
standard  la.n~, to be  in uee  trom 1980  onw&l'dlt  bringing significant 
advantages to both Comm1mi ty ueer1  and  industry. 
The  implementation of recommended  standards requires  a  sustained 
effort by public authorities, both through public  procurement  policies  and 
through the provision to private and  public users  of guidelines,  up-to-date 
documentation,  and  advice. 
During the next  six months,  the Commission will explore further, 
with national authorities,  what  method  might  most  appropriately be  adopted 
to ensure  the  application of recommended  Community  standards  in public 
procurement  policy. 
With  regard to implementation and  support  to users,  it would  seem 
sensible to make  use  of a  network  of institutions in the  ~~mber States as 
a  permanent  infrastructure. Certain such  institutions  alre~ have  a  similar 
role with regard to national  or international standards.  In other cases,  the 
function will need  to be  developed. 
Overall proposals for such a  structure will be  made  in the medium-term 
programme  to be  put  forw&l'd  in 1976• 
2)  Portability 
Closely related to stand&l'disation activities are proposals concerning 
the  promotion of portable software  ~Annex 2  ). 
In its Communication  of ~h  1975,  the Commission  stressed the  economic 
importance  of reducing the high cost  to users  of data-processing equipment 
of converting software programmes,  when  they change  trom  one  kind of equipment • 
to another.  This  aim  will be  served if' good portable software  is available, 
at relatively low  cost,  which oan be  used  on  difi'erent types of machine,  and 
if conversion facilities and  tools are readily available at low  cost. -9-
The  existence and widespread use of portable software also promotes 
and  facilitates competition between different industrial suppliers,  enabling 
non-dominant  producers of hardware  to penetrate markets  more  easily.  One  of 
the major advantages  which  scale confers on  the  dominant  manufacturer is ita 
ability to develop  and market  a  very wide  range of applications. 
European-baaed manufacturers,  taken separately,  are not  in a  position to  mar-
ket  so  wide  a  range.  I? applications software  were  written in portable  form, 
it would  be easier to combine  equipment  from  one manufacturer with applica-
tions developed  by  other software  and  hardware  companies. 
The  existence of standard interfaces and  languages ia clearly an  indi-
rect help to  the provision of portable software and  the reduction of cpn-
version costa. In addition,  however,  the Commission  proposes that Community 
funding  be made  available to support  and  encourage  the  development  of a  li-
mited  number  of types of portable software. 
3)  Collaboration between national centres for  research and  support  to 
users 
The  need  to develop  an infrastructure in the  form  of a  network of ins-
titutions for  the support  of Community  standards has  already been  described. 
Such an infrastructure for  Community  policy is also needed  in other fields, 
such aa  general technical support  for  users,  and  basic research.  In certain 
Member  States,  the three  tasks are in  fact  carried out  by  the  same  institution 
The  Commission  has  held discussions  with  a  number  of such institutions who 
are keen  to  establish a  permanent pattern of collaboration.  The  proposal 
(Annex  3)  for  three collaborative studies by  such institutions is the result• 
The  first  study is in the  field  of the protection of citizen rights. 
This  study is designed  to support  the hearings organised by  the  European Par-
liament.and the preparation by  the Commission  of work  on  harmonisation in 
this field. 
Studies are also proposed in the fields of programming  techniquesand 
the  evaluation of characteristics of Data Base  Management  systems.  This  study, 
which  would  be carried out  in the closest collaboration with users,  would  be 
designed  to  evaluate a  number  of existing DBMS  systems  and  identify desirable 
characteristics including questions of portability,  standards etc.  The  study 
would  thus provide  a  research backup  to  the  work  done  in the  framework  of 1) 
and  2)  above. - 10-
Collaboration in these and  other studies,  initial17 proposed by 
three major Institutions (NCO,  IRIA and mm) will be enlarpd u  soon u 
possible to include Institutions in other Member  States. 
4)  Procurement  Policy 
The  Resolution of the Council of July 1974 referred to the need to 
develop collaboration in the field ot public procurement.politics.  Aw:)J:k:izggoup 
of national experts hu been set up .• 
The  Commission,  intends  to  develop  this ~ork within  the 
next six months.  In addition to monitoring the progress  of public procurement 
from  European-based companies,  important areu for colla.boraticn include 
unbundling in procurement  (hardware  and software),  evaluation techniques, 
and contractual procedures. 
5)  Applications 
The  Commission has  alre~  proposed five  applications projects. 
Studies  and  disowssions have  shown  that a  very wide  range  of further 
studies  and  developments could usefully be  supported by the Community.  The 
limitation  o~ resources available  BU£88B~that Community  support  must  be 
highly selective. To  achieve this s 
i) There is a  need to fix an overall b'\Xipt,  so that priorities oa.n 
be  established within it. 
ii) In addition to the basic requirement  of interest to Community 
users the following criteria for selection are  important  in the Commission's 
view  :  Applications where  study and  development will generate  a  product  of 
widespread interest to users  and wide marketability by industry;  applications 
whose  implementation at Community  level will have  a  significant  impact  on 
standards  and wider developments,  particularly in the field of networks; 
applications where  there will be  a  manifest saving in public expenditure 
through common  study or development. Work  in the field ot applications hu high importance,  not merely 
beoauae it is here that the skills of data-processing can be  effectively 
applied to uaers' needs, but beoawse  it is mainl\Y'  'bly  developing new  and  useful 
applications that the European-.bued industry can expand its market  share. 
This is both  the testing gro'Und  for the competition with IBM  and  other 
non-European manufacturers,  and an  area in whioh  a  special European 
contribution m~  be  made  to dat  ...  prooessing beoauae  solutions developed in 
the United states and  elsewhere  m~  not correspond to liarope'• needs. 
The  Commission  envisages proposing a  new  general  financial  meehanisn 
which  would  be  available as  from  1977  to  support  joint applications 
studies and  developments  of Community  interest.  These  resources  would  be 
available,  not merely to finance  studies and  developments  proposed by the 
Commission, but  a  part of the  coat  of proposals  from  users or 
industrial companies based in at least three member  states of the Community. 
In the meantime,  and  betore this general scheme  is introduced into 
operation,  two  new  applications projects of an urgent character are proposed, 
to start in 1976  (Annex  4). One  concerns the development  of a  new 
portable data retrieval software to succeed existing products. This is a 
major  requirement  of man;y  publio users (including such Community  projects 
as Euronet,  and  legal information systems)  as well as  a  tool of interest 
throughout  data-processing.  It is thus  of major  interest to both 
users  and  European  industry. 
The  second concerns an  experimental ~evelopment in the  field of 
highspeed  data transmission under which  CERN  and  the European  Info~atics 
H~two~k-~~S~ 11)  w~ll make.us~ ot the European Space Agency's  Experi-
mental  Teleeommunic~tiaDa-&atel~ite. This  i& a  project which  the Com-
mission considers  important  in the wider context ot network policy. 
It will be  a  pioneering actiTit7  binging valuable  lessons for  both 
industry and users. - 12-
B  •  - SUPPORT  FOR  INDUSTRY 
General Objectives 
Any  support  provided by the Community  to 
European-baS'ed  industry must  be  judged in the light of three 
objectives  : 
( i)  To  place the European-baaed industry on an equal competitive 
footing with its competitors,  by matching the various 
financial advantages which they enjoyf 
( ii)  To  encourage and help the industry to pool resources in areu 
where  economies  of scale are necessary and thus to increue its 
productivity and bring nearer full economic viability; 
(iii) To  promote  strength and development  in the key areae  on  whioh 
the entire future  of the industry depends. 
Hitherto,  the bulk of aid provided by national Governments  to the 
Data-Processing industr,y (see Table  II) has been devoted to support 
the main  manufacturers  of central processors.  This is an area in 
which the Commission  continues to believe that industrial associations 
within Europe  are essential, to achieve  economies  of scale. 
This is why  it considers that  national Governments  should  only 
accord  further aids in this fields  to  promote  promissing asso-
ciations between  European  producers. 
There  are,  bowever,  other major areas,  described  below,  in which  a 
Community  supporting action is urgent,  either  because~  as  in the 
case of  (1)  below,  (Support  for  Sal~s Finance),  the general  condi-
tions of competition are loaded against  the  European-b.ased  industry 
and  need  to  be  redressed,  or,  as  in the case of  (2)  Pe1~ipherals 
and  (3)  Components,  they  concern key  growth  areas  alre11dy  touched 
on  in this Communication. - 13-
1. Equivalent  Competitive Conditione  for Supporting Sale• 
The  •oet urgent  need  for  a  Coamunity  ~tivity ie in the field 
of lea.ing. It• e•tabliehed •arket poeition and gigantic internal rental 
income  give  IBM  a  parmanent  advantage in relation to other competitors 
who  •uet conetantl;y raise n•w  external  finance  to  fund  growth.  Thie 
dieadvantage ie aggravated  b;y  inflation and  receeeion,  which  together 
reducer the amounts  of credits which  companies  can raise in relation to 
their equity baee.  The  problem ie particularly acute  for aaall and 
mediua-eized  companies,  for leasing, initially concentrated largely 
on  central proceeeore,  ie increasingly neceeear;y  for minicomputer•, 
peripherals and  terminals of high value. 
In eninduetr;y dependent  on  direct ealee a  growing,  innovating company, 
etarting from  a ..  all or nil market  share can, after an initial ehort 
period,  aa;y  of two  ;years,  finance  further growth out of aalee  from  inco•e• 
Indeed  the faater aalea grow,  the faster revenues  and  profits grow. 
In an  induetr;y auch ae data-processing,  where  leasing or rental prevails, 
the opposite is the case.  The  faster a  company  increaaee ita ealee,  the 
more  money  it muat  raise  fro~ outside,  and  the wor•• ita balance sheet. 
In a  market  growing by  eo•e 13 percent  per ;year,  it would  aeem  a  reaeona-
ble objective for  the European-baaed  induetr;y to aim  to tr;y  to increase 
ita market  ahare  to  41  ~ of the European market  b;y  1979  and  some  50  per 
cent  b;y  1985.  Such  a  growth  would  require eome  5.000  MUC  of finance in 
the next  five years. • 
Qn  the baeie of theee  projeotione,~4 g!ven present  finapcing arrangements. 
it may  be  estimated that industry may  obtain some  50  ~ of these  funds 
fro• the private Danking  e;yate-.ror the remainder,  further  financial 
mechanisms  would appear  neceeeary. 
In the  framework  of the medium-term  programme  for  data-proceaeing,  the 
Commieeion  will propose  a  Co•munit;y  financial mechanism  with the aim  of 
providing the European-baaed part of the ind~etr;y with conditione  for 
financing sales to  eome  extent  comparable  to  thoee available to IBM. 
•)  source  SOBEMAP  :  Study of the requirements  for  financing  the 
Europeaa data proceeaing indu•tr;y. - 14-
2. Peripherals a.nd  terminals 
Near-in Peripherals (discs,  tapes and tapedrives,  impllt-output  devices, 
communications  equiJ;~Dent  a.nd  so on)  form  an increasing]3 important  part 
ot systems not  on]3 in relation to large centrol prooessc:n,  but to smaller 
minicomputers  and  distributed  ~stems. They  formed  25%  of sales in 1974,  and 
are  ex~cted to grow  to 2~  by 1979  with the growth trend continuing there-
af'ter.  •) 
Industrial experience,  moreover,  confirms the  ana~ais of &study  for  the  Commission 
that in this sector,  as in central prooeaaors,  costs tend to tall by around 
15  per oent  as production doubles.  The  search tor eoohomies  of scale in 
production and development  has  alre~ pushed ~  companies in the United 
States to seek to establish joint ventures  or to ~  out  rather than 
manufacture  themselves.  European manufacturers,  who  have  not  even attained 
the scale in production of certain ot these individual US  companies,  bad~ 
need to develop comparable  polioiea of b~ng  out,  or developing and 
producing  joint]3, if they are to attain an eoonomio  scale of production 
and development. 
At  present the most  evident method  of achieving suoh  economies  is to 
purchase from  producers in the United States.  One  consequence  of this 
policy is to squeeze out  of existence the medium-sized European 
manutaoturera who  exist in this field.  An  effort within Europe  to  achieve 
rationalisation agreements  and  joint development  of certain products 
would  both strengthen  the European  industry and  place it in a  better 
position to negotiate wider  transatlantic rationalisation agreements. 
The  Commission  intends to invite manufacturers both of distributed 
processors and CPU's  to meet  with each other in a  framework  provided by 
the Commission to discuss,  systematioa1]3,  rationalisation agreements, 
involving purchase  of each others•  peripherals or joint production 
or joint pruchase  from  third suppliers.  This process oould develop 
in 1975  and  1976. 
It is also proposed to provide,a s  from  the start of 1977,  a  financial 
incentive to suoh a.rra.ngements  in the torm of developnent  contracts 
for key new  products (eg. tape-libra.r,y and high-speed discs)  joint]3 
developed by  companies  baaed in at  le&at  three Community  countries under the 
new  financial aoheme  to  be  proposed in April  19?5  and  baaed  on  the requi-
rements  and  needs which  the  induet~J, as  user,  has  identified  •• 
•)  Y.S.  HU  Towards  a  European policy oa  the  EDP  industry. - 15-
Further atud,y  ma_y  show  that it is possible to extend the  same  kind 
of financial incentive to terminals or to modular building-blocks 
for terminals.  Here,  if network and intertaoe standards can be 
established at European level,  there should be  important  opportunjties 
for European manufacturers to develop and  sell  1ierminals, 
poaaib~ with modular obaraoteriatios,  to a  wide market. 
3.  Components 
Prioe,  performance,  and ability to make  use of advanced components 
are critical features in competitiveness for manufacturers of all 
kinds of data-processing equipnent. 
Their importance grows at an accelerating pace as  large scale integration 
tsi)  makes  it possible tor entire systems  to  be  grouped  on  a  single 
silicium chip  and  permits  the distribution of intelligence to  an  ever-
widening  range  of devices. 
Advanced electronic components  are the technological key also to the 
transformation and growth of the telecommunications  industr,y,  where 
developnent  in the next ten years will be inseparable  from  that 
of distributed computing.  This,  in short,  is a  key industry whose 
strength and structure are of vital interest to the Community. 
Hitherto European DP  manufacturers have relied heavi~ on American 
suppliers of mass-produced advanced components  who  have  led 
world technology and achieved economies of  scale  thanks,  in pa.rt  to the 
immense  size of the  US  Federal Government  market,  and the soale  and 
stimulus provided b,y research and developnent  under defence and space 
programmes. 
Japan is alaft  mounting  a  major  national programme  of  advanced 
component  development  to  serve  the  needs  of telecommunications 
and  data-processing industries. - 16-
Though  the us  component  industry is not  dominated  by  a  single manufac-
turer and  does  not  therefore pose the  same  problems  of competition, 
as  data-processing,  certain problems,  for  the  European  DP  industry, 
are  growing in importance  : 
a)  small to medium-sized manufacturers of distributed computing 
equipment  lack bargaining power  in the  pruohase  of even 
standard components  and depend  increasing~ on  their relationship 
with the component  manufacturer for design of their product; 
b)  reliance on  non-IBM American  suppliers of LSI  ohips is no  longer 
a  certain method  of obtaining the most  advanced  components, 
because  IBM  is beooming the most  advanced of  these manufacturer  componen1:B 
in the world.  European DP  ma.nut'aoturers,  for whom  there is already a 
time  lag of,  s~, a  year in ability to include the  latest component 
developed  by  other manufacturers in their systems,  ~  be  some 
three years behind  IBM  in  advanced  components  ; 
c)  a  critioal feature in leadtime for the development  of computer 
systems has become  the  speed with which  a  compacy  can translate 
a  s.ystem  oonoept  into a  usable component,  tested,  complete 
with firmware  and  so on.  Design techniques in the utilisation 
of advanced components,  whether developed in house  or provided 
as a  kit of tools by component  manufacturer&  are thus essential 
to the oomputer induatry. - 17-
In short,  as the designer of advanced components  takes over  an  ever-
more  important part of  dat~procesaing systema,  it beoomes  increasingly 
important  for  them  to be  designed,  developed  and  produced in Europe  in a 
close  service relationship to the data-processing industry. 
The  Commission  therefore proposes the following meaa\ll'8s 
a)  To  discuss with the  industry and  implement  the most  appropriate 
means  of facilitating cooperative procurement  of standard components  by 
interested firms  throughout  the  industry. 
b)  To  provide,  as from  the start of 1977,  a  financial  incentive  in 
the form  of development  oontraots for the  joint development  by  European 
transnational consortia cf advanced components,  specified in common  bycustomers 
in at leaet  three  different Community  countries with a  certain prospec-
tive minimum  turnover for  this component.  Two  significant objectives here 
would  be  the  creation of  a  "second  source"  for  euppliee  and  the  promotion 
of an  advanced  capab~lity within  the  European  component  industry. 
c) To  conduct  a  stl.ldy  during 1976  on  the best means  of building up 
European  LSI  development  facilities with special regard to the needs  of the 
DP  and  telecommunications  industries.  Such  facilities ought  to bring together 
the capabilities of leading European component  manufacturers to provide  a 
design and  development  service in the application of LSI  components  to new 
DP  systems. 
Certain member  states have  already appreciated the strategic  importance 
of the electronic component  industry in any  industrial policy. In particular 
the Federal Republic  of German;y  has communicated to the Commission  the major 
programme  of support which it is developing during the yeus 197 4 to 1978, 
and  invited other member  states to cooperate. The  full benefits of such 
essential efforts will,  in the Commission's view,  only be realised if the 
Community  oan develop an overall strategy tor this sector. involving both - 18-
coordination of national policies and  common  actions of the kind outlined 
above. 
During the next  six months,  the Commission  intends to hold discussions 
with industry and to invite experts from national Governments  to conf'ront 
and  compare  existing national policies with a  view to elaborating an  overall 
Co~unity policy  on  electronic  components  annexed  to  the medium-ierm  program-
me  for  dataprocessing which  it will put  forwarQ  in April  1976. 
C - GENERAL  QUEm'IOl~S 
1)  Management  of Common  Programmes 
The  Consultative Committee,  whose  establishment has been proposed 
in connection with the five  applications projecto currently before  the 
Council,  will advise  and  assist the  Commission  in the execution of the 
programmes  outlined in this Communication.  Specialised technical committees 
wilJ.  be  set up to guide each programme  activity. Their members  will be 
selected by the Commission  on  the  advice  of the Consultative Committee. 
2)  Coordination of National Policies 
Proposals for Community  policy are  already discussed by  the  Commission 
with a  group  of Senior Officials. 
To  ensure  that  the medium-term  programme  reflects the intentione of 
the Resolution and  embodies  both common  actions  and  coordination of national 
policies,  a  more  systematic effort will be  made  within this group,  during 
the coming six months,  to oon:f'ront  and  compare  national p_olioies particu-
larly in the fields  of dilltributed computing and components,. 
3)  Preparation of the medium-term  programme 
In view of the preparation of the medium-term  program~, certain stu-
dies in the  CGmmiseion  are necessary.  With  this in mind,  a  budget  Gf  500.000  UA 
hae  been  foreeenfor  1976  (see  Annex  5  of the  document). - 19-
In April 19?6,  the Commiaaioa will preaent budget  propoaala  tor 
the yeara  19?? to 1980 detiaing the allocation ot tunda  between the 
different claaaea ot uaer  (applicatioaa,  component•,  peripherala, 
portable software and  eo  on)  and  epecityiag the moet  appropriate  finan-
cial mechanism•  in auch  a  war  that  the different activities can start 
in January 19??. - 20-
4 •  FINANCmO  OF  PROJECTS 
Breakdown  of Ex:pendi ture 
~ex  Project  Total  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
NO  Cost 
1  Project  L T  P  L 
6,703,100  2,433,500  2,213,600  1,394,500  661,500 
2  Portability of 
Software  9,443, 000  823,000  5,455,000  3,165,000 
3  Support for use  of 
data processing  5,029,000  1,064,000  1,555,000  1,555,000  855,000 
4  Applications .  . 
a)  High  Speed 
data. 
Communications  920,000  soo,ooo  2.30,000  80  ,ooo  Bo,ooo  30,000 
b)  Information 
Storage  and 
Retrieval  471,000  133,500  232,500  105,000 
c)  Studi ..  500.000  500.000 
~ 
Total  :  23.066.100  5.454.000  9,686,100  6,299,500  1,596,500  30.000 
I 
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PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNCIL  DECISION 
ADOPTING  A DEVELOPMENT  PROJECT  FOR  A COMMON  LANGUAGE  FOR  REAL  TIME 
PROGRAMMING  (LTPL-PROJECT) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE:  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard to the Treaty establishing the European Eoonomic  Community, 
and  in particular Article 235  thereof, 
Having  regard to the  proposal from  the Commission, 
Having  regard to the Opinion of the  European  Parliament, 
tihereas the  Council agreed,  in its Resolution of 15  Ju~ 1974  on  a 
ANNEX  l 
Community  policy on  data-processing, with  a  view  to  giving  a  Community  orienta-
tion to  policy  for  the  encour~gement and  promotion  of data-processing,to 
adopt  co]]aborative actions  on  Standards  on  the  basis  of proposals  from  the 
Commission, 
Hhereas  the 1evelopment  of a  common  language  for  real-time applica-
tions  would  enable users  to  get  acess  to  a  vider  range  of 
products  and  reduce their costs through mutual exchange  of programmes  and  that 
to  this  end  it is necessary  to  provide  for  the  development  of  such  a 
language  through collaboration at the  Community  level, 
tihereas the  project  referred to above  is seen to be  necessar,y  in order 
to attain certain Community  objectives within the framework  of the 
Common  :f.mket, 
v1herea.s  the Tr(·a.ty  establishing the European Economic  Community  has not 
provided the .tecessary powers  of action- to this end, 
HAS  ADOPI'ED  THE  DECISION ABIEX  1  - 22-
ARTICLE  1 
A project for the development  of a  common  programming  language  for 
real-time applications is hereby adopted to run from  1 Januar,y  1976 
to December  1979.  The  project is defined under "Content  of the  Project" 
in the Annex  to this decision  (see  paragraph  3) • 
ARTICLE  2 
The  necessar,y appropriations for carrying out  this project  shall be 
entered in the budget  of the European  Communities. 
ARTICLE  3 
The  Commission  shall be  responsible for carr,ying out  the project.  It 
shall be  assisted qy  the  Consultative Committee  ~  Data-Processing 
Projects. 
The  Commission  shall present  a  report to the  Council each year. 
Done  at Brussels 
li'OR  THE  COUNCIL 
'r.HE  Pm5IDENT - 23-
DEVEUQPMENT  PROJECT  FOR  A COMMON  LANGUAGE  FOR 
RUL '1' IMJ:  PROO.llAMMIMG  ( LTPL  PROJJ:C'l') 
1.  Introduction 
ANNEX  '1'0  .AimEX  1 
1.1.  The  Council Reaolution of 15  July 1974  velooaed the Commisaion'• 
intention to submit,  atter appropriate ooneultatione,  priority 
proposals concerning:  "Collaboration on atandarda,  application• 
IJld.  public procurement  policy." 
1.2.  Thia NOte  will explain the Commiaaion'a  tirat proposal in the field 
ot atandardaz  for a  Co.unit7 project tor the development ot a 
standard fUture  lancuap tor real-time data prooeaaing applioationa. 
1.3.  The  propoaal in the Coaaieeion'• view,  will tu.ltil two  important  aillla  of 
the Council Resolution: 
(a)  to enable users 
- to cut their ooata eubstmtiall7 by exohueing important  and.  ooatl.7 
aottware produota between one  other§ 
- to attain greater ilidependenoe  from  individual manufacturers and 
their produota,  and  the poaaibility to buy  equipment  from  a 
variety of suppliers without  changing expensive aottware. 
(b)  - to strengthen the European-baaed computer induatr,yz 
- by helping to eliminate teohnioal obataolea to marketingJ 
- by giving the Europe  a  manutaotunra oompeii tin ad.vatapa in a 
major aeotion of the world market. 
1.4.  :Before drafting the propoaal,  oouultatione were  held with the  fo:lo.:.:.:~ 
groups' 
- the Working Group  on Standards 
- a  sroup or experta,  aotive in this field,  repreaenting uaers,  the 
European Computer  i:aduatry and uni  verai  tie•,  who  have  helped to 
define the technical speoifioatione tor the projeot1 
Thus  the propoaal outlined in thia Noh ia the ou-.ooM ot diaoueaiona 
with intereated (or atteoted) partiea in the Jlem'ber  Btatea,  held with a  view 
to defining,  apeoif)ing u4 uaeaaing the projeot. - 24-
2.  Outline  and  justification of the  pl'O ject 
2.1.  The  aim of the  proposed project  ia to  develop  a  standard programming 
language  for computere  with  rea::.-tin::e  appl"i.catione,  i..e.,  applications 
such as  industrial process  control,  labor~J:~cry a.u.tomation,  avionics, 
seat reservation,  the organisation of  proc~ssee in  electric  power  stations 
and grids,  or  the  organisation of  data  flow  in telecommunication 
network8  with the aid of  prooeeeo~a, etc  •. 
This  language,  oalled I.TPL  (.!,ong-ltmn _£l'OOedu:t'al  la..>tgUage),  is in-tended 
to be  available  in the  late seventies  as  an  B-1 tornative to  the existing 
languages,  which  are  not  inte1'chu.ng()abJe. 
2.2.  With  software products becoming more  i'.nd  lllO:C~  Xtllln"Jrous  and  expensive, 
it haa  been th.s  practice for  Bt'«ll''l  t  liM  to  Ul'!!~  whe.t.  are  known  as 
"high-level"  languages  in the  f·.>ratula.tion  tJf  t.h.,&:.e  p1-oclucts.  '.1'his 
means  that  a  widely us.,d  program  nl:!ed  ':lnly  bl!l  wr.t t'ten  once  in one of 
these  languages,  pi'Qvided9 of  L~ource  1  that  the  ~ompute.r un  which  the 
program is to be  run permits  thtt  '.l:Se  of  the  langu9.ge  j :n  question by 
means of & compiler.  The  cost cf  d~veloping  ::.~.  oompile.t  je  Ln  the  order 
of 1  - 2  milHon u.a.  Given  the  high  c.oot  of w:.:iting  a.  new  _r.t·Jgramme, 
such  an  investment  in a  oompi ler will quinkly pay off  1  provided that 
there are not  too  many  high-lev'!tl  la.1guages  nompeti.ng  with one  another. 
There  ia however no  internatiQn~lly accepted  otanda~ for real-time 
languages,  today,  but  rather n  considerable numbe.r  of individual 
languages which  s.:re  not  int~rchange~blo: 
- in Europe  :  PEARL,  CORAL  66,  PR.OCOL,  R'rL  2,  ~tc. 
- in the  USA  :  PL  - l  and ochers. 
These  languages  have  been developed  prJ.ID&.ri ly  ai;  national  level,  and 
some  have  been given considerable backing by public purchasing policy 
in their country of origin.  Thus  a  privileged position is enjoyed by 
PEARL  in Germany,  PROCOL  i'n France  and  GOHAL  66  in England,  and  thie 
poai  tion is partly maintained by the  attitude of  indus·~ry.  In the 
long tem,  however,  this partial standardisation at national level, 
and the  oonsequent  strengthening of the  national markets,  doeanot  s~rve 
the beat interests of either the manufacturer or the user. - 25-
Benefits to usera 
2.3.  Among  computer users,  there are some  industries in which operating 
costs are appreciably affected by  the ver,y  substantial  outl~ for 
software packages.  This  is true,  for instance,  of load distribution 
programs  for power  supply undertakinge,  programs  for safety systems 
in nuclear power  statiou and  prooesa control programs  for blut 
furnaces  and  rolling mills.  Consequently,  m~  users have  joined 
forces to bring about  a  standard programming  langua,;e  which  will 
enable  them  to  out their coats by using major programs  in common. 
At  national level,  this procedure is alread7 co111110nplaoe.  A foreip 
manufacturer,  for instance,  who  is interested in supplying the 
German  power  supply undertakings,  can do  so only on  the basis of 
PEARL. 
The  lack of a  standard language  therefore is a  hind' t-anoe  to the 
exchange of experience  and programs  at Eul'opeaD  level,  and the 
further reduotionin coete that  would  reeult. 
As  a  rule,  foreign .uppliera of real-time data-processing. systems 
lose  aza.y  oompeti tive adva.nbp beoauae ot the high coat of converaion 
to  what  for them  is a  "foreign" language.  For the user,  this means 
greater dependence  on  a  limited number  of home  suppliers. It hindera 
the  creation of a  European market. 
The  user,  too,  is deterred from  converting to  a  "f'oreign"  l&DCU&ge 
by  the fact  that the program  libr&r7 he  hu acquired to date,  which 
may  represent  a  conaiderable tinaaoial investment,  would  lose ita 
value. 
Benefits to manufacturers 
2.4.  Manufacturing induatr,y vu at one  time  largely in favour of preferred 
national programming  languages,  which  served a  protective  funotion by 
sealing off the national market.  However,  m~  companies  have  nov  grown 
to a  size which  compels  them  to  see  at least the whole  of Europe  as  their  . 
market.  Yet  they find that the existence of different languages,  &ad  the 
resulting conversion coats incurred b;,  the manuf'aoturer,  act u  a  tech-
nical barrier to trade.  It is therefore in the interest of the  industr,y that 
this barrier should be  removed  by the  introduo,ion ot a  at&Dd&rd  laacuare• - 26-
The  exiltenoe of a  standard real-time  laagu.~ would  &leo  improve 
the poai  tion ot the whole  European indldtr,y on the world aarket  • 
Experience baa  ahown  the  importance of a  h&monised product buia 
for auooeaatull worldwide marketing. 
2.5.  General  economic benefits 
With  the European  aof'tware  industry having in 1980  a  global annual turnover, 
of about  1  Billion u.a.  it is generally assumed  that  the portion of real-
time  application software at that time will be  30  ~. 
On  the other hand,  present developments permit  the concluaion that high 
level  languages where  they have  replaced the  individual assembler-type 
languages  lead to overall savings of about  20 %.  Half that amount 1  i.e. 
10 ~ oould probably be  expected when  a  common  standard language  is 
applied instead of the high level  languages  now  in use.  So  the annual 
aavinp due  to  a  generally aocepted LTPL-stand.ard.  will be ab:llt30  HUA/year. 
A European real-time  languye ma.v  become  a  world standard 
2.6.  Europe  would  seem  an ideal place  in which  to develop a  standard real-
time  language,  which would  stand an excellent ohanoe of being adopted 
on a  worldwide  scale. 
No  American product aatiafiea the requirements.  In ita present  form 
at ~  rate,  the real-time  vP.Jreion  of Pl.  1  (the language  aupplied. by 
IBM)  is teohnioally un.aUsfactor,y.  The  IBM  l&ZlgUag8  System 7-RT  is 
geared to  IBM  products to such an ertent that it appears unaui  table 
for pneral use,  8lLd  the same  ia true of the  language• developed by 
the other big American  computer manufaotu~rs. 
By  oontrut the real-time  languages evolved in Europe  were  d!8igned 
trom the outaet not to be specific to  a  mauufaoturer,  this being one 
favourable  oonaequence of the frapentation of the nu-opean market. 
From  the Dlropean st&Ddpoint,  there are further important  oonaideratioua 
The  introduction of a  at&Ddard  &lw~s give• those  concerned in ita 
development  an important aarketing advantage  compared  with  those  who  adopt  a 
at&Dd.&l'd.  developed elaewhe:r..  The  ISO  ia ourrenUy exploriq the view - 27- ANNEX  TO  AHREX  1 
of i te member•  with regard to the  possible ftstablishment of a  world 
standard in this field.  It. is possible that  a  language  developed in 
Europe will be officially reoog.ni•ed aa  an ISO  ~t&ndardf even if this is not 
a  certainty,  a  sucessrul  European standard  language  would  spread  beyond 
tlte  bounds  of  Europe  atrengt~ening Europe's  position in  the  world  market. 
WhY  a  eommunity  project 
2. 7.  In view of the  oompet1 ti  ve  rela.•;i.:>nehip  between the  European countries 
there  is no  likelihood that  a  standard European  l~age could be 
developed  solely on  the basis  oJ:·  on"'  of the existing  langu~s; more-
over new  and better features  w11l  be  required of  a.r~·  successor language. 
A new  standard European  language  (L'r.PL)  musi.  combin$  the best  features 
of the  European candidate  languages.  The  ld.."lguage  must  also  have  elements 
in  common  with eaoh of the existing lar.guagea  to  permit  automatic trans-
lation from  the  oandi.date  la.nguag-ea  into l.'I'PL.  As  a  machine  independant 
langl.lage  it will by definitioa not  a.ffsct  tha  atmoture of existing 
operating 11y11tems.  But  once  a  new  language  !lta.rJ.dard.  ie put  into use it 
affecte the  development of future  llperlitlng systems. 
The  tim1ng 
2.8.  The  success of the  project. proposed will d.epend.  on vroper  timing.  In 
the  next  three or four :' ~ars many  of the ·1 a.ngua.gea  currently in use 
have  to  be  replaced by  cechn1oally more  ad:ll'&nced  versions.  This  in-
creases  the  scope  for general  acceptance of a  common  solution provided 
it is available at  •hat  'timf!l.  The  tjmeaoah of  the  proJect  (see  }. 2)  1 
therefore,  calle for a  speedy sta.rt  even if technical  progress  next 
year changes cptailed aspects.  Care has  been taken in the  concept of 
the project  fo  ensure that  changes  1n  t~ohnioal conditions can be 
ta.ken  &Cle&unt  of up to a  ver.y late phue of execution.  Moreover,  there 
are  s'.lOng indioationa that efforts to develop  a  standard in the United 
StP<~B w1ll  be multiplied soon if no  ~~ropean solution is in sight. 
The  LTPL-E  Group  ( *) 
The  LTPL-E  Q!ong !_erm  .frooedural Language  - .1,urope)  ortginated ci.n  the  "Purdue 
Worlcehop  on Industrial Computere"'t'  an  international gathering)  at  Purdue,  USA. 
Three  technical  committees were  fonned:  LTPL-America,  LTPL-Japa.n  and  LTPL-
Europe.  Later on,  when  "Purdue-Europe" wu  formed, ithe LTPL-E  Group  took 
its place  there  as one of •even technical Committee•.  The  Commilleion m&in-
tai~a clo .. contact with the  Purdue-Europe  oommtt•ee•,  and  makes use of their 
&d~aor,y services in the  field of data-or.oo~aainv. - 28-
2.9.  For about  two  yeara a  group of  .Eur9De&n  international_ experts from 
reBearoh,  induatry and  uaer oirclea - the "LTPL-E ,Qroup",  as it is 
oalled - haa  been working towards this goal.  The  LTPL-E  Group  maintains 
close contact with all the other groups  and  organisations  interested in, 
or affected by,  this work,  in particular with the European  and  American 
national standards authorities and  the  International Standards Organi-
sation (ISO).  Its international status is beat  illustrated by the  fact 
that  ISO  recognises the  LTPL-E  Group  aa  a  technical advisory group". 
Given  the  composition of this Group  and  the  investigations it baa al-
ready conducted on questions of language  comparison and  language stan-
dardisation,  there is  reaa~n to believe that the  path it has been following 
will lead to the  goal outlined by the Commission  in this proposal,  provided 
the necessary financial  resources are available. 
The  position of the  group  in an  informal  world-wide  organisation and  its 
good  relations with the International Standards Organisation,  fit  in with 
the Commission'•  view  that the results envisaged for this project should 
be  regarded as  & European contribution to  worldwide  efforts.  The  work  al-
ready done  by  the  LTPL-E  group  provides  an opportunity for the Community. 
In order to exploit it and  to  serve  the  wider need  and  to  develop a 
standard language,  it is proposed that the LTPL-E  development  work 
described in 3.1.  should be  financed  from  Community  resources  in accordance 
with the schedule under  Annex  5 • 
3·  Content of the project 
Project  phaaea  and  working modules 
3.1~. The  definition phase 
Comparison  of all relevant  candidate  languagee:theoretical  work  leading 
to  a  common  language  proposal. 
3.1.2.The implementation phase 
- teet  implementatinn of the  commen  language  (feasability,  utility,acceptabi~y) 
- construction of a  portable  co~piler 
- adaptation  to  the  structures of differeat machiaea. - 29-
purpose  a  compiler has  to be  constructed.  In order to see how  the 
language  works  on different  mac~ine structures,  more  than one  teat 
implementation needs  to be made.  So  it is proposed to develop  two 
different compilers.  In order to  extend  t~e ra."lge  of a.pplioa.tion of  tho 
language  M  far as  posoibl•  from  the  very beginning,  it is intended  to 
design these  compilers  in a  portable  form. 
3.1. 3·  The  evaluat1on phase 
- in depth  application tdsts  (viability and  practicali~y of  the 
languag@  ). 
The  different tasks which  will have  to  be  carr·ied  ou'lr·  are 
a.  in the definition phaae; 
- Language  compaz·ison  ( a.l r-eady  done  b,y  the  L'l'l-'L· ·E-·Grvtlp 
- Proposal  for  s:yntaotic method  fOI'  1  a.ngu".g~ detaoription 
- Fonnal description of the  .la.tJgu~~ 
- Raw  proposal  for  t..b.e  J.angu&.ge  kel'nel 
- Language  adaptation study 
- Final  pro})\)aal  for the  langu.a.gs  ker.•nel 
- Description of the  la.ngua.go  kf'lrnel  in p:rc.>1JV:I:tc-na.l  sy.nta.x 
- Development  of 
algori  t.h.mio  sern9.llt.i (:a 
taski..ng  semant.ica 
Input/  Ou. t flll t  a~rna.nt  ice 
l. configu.t'e.tion.  d.eGcription  semantics 
b.  in the  implementation  pha.se 
- Development  of two  compilers for different machines,  comprising 
0·  a.nguage  kerne  1 
ta£ki.ng semantj.cs 
- test implementation of the  Il'l.pllt/Output  semantics 
o.  in the evaluation phase 
- different application  teat~ 
algorltl'lmic  sema.n:tios 
oonfigtlra.tion sema.ntios - 30-
Planning 
3.2.  Most  of the  work· tasks  depend  on  the  results of other  tasks,  but 
not  in the  sense  that all the definition phase  has to  be  completed before 
implementation can begin;  even testing oan partly be undertaken at  a  rela-
tively early stage. 
This results  form  the decision scheme  that is being incorporated in the 
planning;  with  programmes  of such  complexity straightforward strategies 
excluding feedback  loops will be unrealistic.  In innovative development 
work  of this kind it must  be  possible to  redefine  certain modules  in the 
light of work  on others. 
The  time  scales assigned for the three phases  are: 
Definition phase  Ja.n.  1976  - Dec.  1978 
Implementation phase  Jan.  1976  - Dec.  1978 
Evaluation phase  Jan.  1977  - Deo.  1979 - 31  - ANNEX  2 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A  COUNCIL  DECISION  ADOPTING  A  GROUP  OF  PROJECTS 
IN  DATA-PROCESSING  CONCERNING  SOFTWARE  PORTABILITY 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
and  in particular Article  235  thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the proposal  from  the  Commission; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion of the  European  Parliament; 
Whereas  the  Council  agreed  in its Resolution  of  15  July  1974  on  a  Community 
policy  for  data-processing,  with  a  view  togiTiaga Community  orientation to 
policies  for  encouraging  and  promoting  data-processing,  to  adopt,  on  a  propo-
sal of  the  Commission,  industrial  development  projects  in areas  of  common 
interest  involving  transnational cooperation. 
Whereas  the portability of  software will benefit  users  by  substantially 
reducing  conversion costs  when  changing  over  from  one  type  of  equipment  to 
another;  and  that  to  this  end  it is required  to  promote  a  group  of projects 
with  the  object  of  the  industrial development  of languages,  systems  and  por-
table  products,  in  the  field  of software. 
Whereas  the  projects referred  to  above  are seea to  be  necessary  in order 
to  attain certain Community  objectives within the  framework  of the  common 
market; 
Whereas  the Treaty  establishing the  European  Economic  Community  makes  no 
provision  for  the  powers  required  for  these purposes; 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DECISION ADEX  2  - 32-
ARTICLE  1 
Five common  projects are adopted for the period from  1  January 1976 
namely 
(a) Design and development  of portable compilers;  (4.3.a  to  4.5.a) 
(b)  Design and  development  of a  software  writing language  (4.5.b  to4.8.b) 
(o)  Design and development  of subsystems for the management  of 
data banks  and  transaction  processing  (4.4.c,  to  4.6.c) 
(d)  Design and  development  of conversion tools;  (4.4.a  to  4.5.d) 
(e) A preliminar,y  stu~ on  the basio nucleus of an operating 
system for minicomputers;  (4.3.c) 
The  indications  in brackets refer  to  the  paragraphs  of the  Annex  to  the 
~resent decision defining  the different projects. 
ARTICLE  2 
The  appropriations required for the  implementation of these projects 
shall be  shown  in the bu.d&et  of the European  Communi ties. 
ARTICLE  3 
The  Commission  shall be  responsible for the  implementation of the 
projects.  It shall be assisted in thia task by the  Consultative Committee 
on  Data Prooeaaing Projects. 
The  Commission  shall present an annual report to the Council. 
Done  at Brussels 
FOR  THE  COUNCIL 
THE  PRESIDENT 1.  INTRODUCTION 
- 33-
A QROUP  Qli'  rrtOJ~C·;.§__Uf DNL'A  pRQ~'E§SING 
CONCERNING  SOFTWARE  PORTABILITY. 
ANNE:X  TO  ANNEX  2 
1.1. The  fact  that the  computer  markf~t  is shared by different  manufacturers 
eives rise to nwnerous  dtffic;ultieEJ  for tho  user who  wishes to transfer 
his applications to a  neH,  rnore  p\:wo;>rful  illachine,  or to  use  several 
incompatible  items of  equiJ~1lent  s Lt,luHr  ... no)O•lsly. 
1.2. The  latter case will a:rise  1·1hcr-P  tlH~  J::-Jer  has  a.  large  pool  of 
miscellaneous  equipcwnt, becauee, for  oDvl.uus  r·eat:wns 1  he  does  not 
wish to b'3  tied ·to  a  singlB  manufn01.Ht'el'• 
1.3. Accordingly,  when  a.pp.llcat iont;  .~re  tJ·dnc;i'<; t rt!d  to  a.  new  rnachine, 
or when  they are  prooossed  <;jllt•lil.~tl:~v·A::d~v  u~y  .'tif'feront  equipment, 
the  degree  of difficulty  ~nom~.nk:c-, ,_l  i:y  the  1~snr will depend  on what, 
for the  sake  of convenience,  will  lm  ..::allNl t.h8lr  ''portability". 
1.4. It should be  noted that  ~Jirn:i.:La..l'  J  .  .:~.·c'Jlf3rns  a.:riHo  in  r~gard to 
interoonununication bu  b;e~n di.ffv.•·•?nt  ,uadt.i ncR,  and these  wi t1  have 
to be  dealt  with at  thEl  sd.me  tlrile. 
1.5. At  present  on  the  computer  m.a.rket,  there  is little or no  portability 
of applicationEJ,  and this is a  uun:o<tant  Hource  of annoyance  to the 
user;  changing manufacturers  benomes  a  major  proble1n  whioh  many  prefer 
to avoid by opting  onct':~  a.nci  for all for the  leading world manufa.oturer 
who  ca.n  guarantee  a  measure  •)f  homog-:m(?ity  in the a:ruipment. 
1.6. The  cost  of converting programs  and  the  Jisturh<Lnce  caused in the 
operation of tho  system aro  ccmsid•Jru.ble. 
1.7. A preliminar,y estimate of the costa  that  are  like~ to be  incurred 
in the  Community  for  program  conversion over the nert five years 
would be  somewhere  in the region of 1,000 million u.a. ANNEX  TO  ANNEX  2  - 34-
1.8  This is an  unhealt~ situation both for the user and for the 
European computer industr,y,  whose  lack of homogeneity is a  major 
handicap in face  of the monolithic organization of its main  competitor. 
1.9. Taking a  wider view,  it is worth pointing out  that  arzy  scheme  likely 
to give greater portability to software  products would help at the 
same  time  in removing technica: barriers to trade within the Community. 
1.10. The  purpose  of this proposal,  then,  is to set up a  programme  of 
projects aimed  at giving a  greater measure  of portability to computer 
software. 
2. BASIS  FOR  TID:  PROPOSALS 
2.1.  These  proposals  come  within the general framework  of the  Council 
Resolution on  a  Community  poliqy for data processing of July 1974 
(Doc.  R/1793/74  (EGO  211). 
2.2. They  are based primarily on  two  studies carried out  for the  Commission 
during the years 1974-75  on  the  portability of applications software  1 ) 
and on the views  of computer users  concerning the  problems associated 
with portability.2 ) 
2.3. Many  consultations have  also been held with hardware  and  software 
manufacturers. 
2.4. Finally,  the subjeot  has been discussed on various  occasions by  a 
Committee  of Senior Officials of the Member  States,  which assists 
the  Commission  in matters concerning the  Community  policy on data 
processing. 
3.  OUTLINE  OF  THE  PROPOSALS 
3.1. The  proposals which have  evolved from  the studies and consultations 
mentioned above  are as follows  z 
1)  CAP  SOGETI  :The  ~ortability of application software. 
2)  CAP  SOGETI  :Inquiry on  the portability of software. - 35- ANNEX  TO  ANNEX  2 
(a)  Design and development  of portable compilers; 
(b)  Design and development  of a  software  wrLti~ language; 
(c) Design and  development  of subsystems for data base  mana~emeat 
and  traasaction processing; 
(d)  Design and development  of conversion tools; 
(e)  Preliminary study  on  the basic nucleus  of an operating 
system for minicomputers; 
3.2.  All  the projects listed above will  be  conducted  bearing in mind 
not  only  the  interests of users  but  also  those of  interested 
industrial parties  (manufacturers  of large and  medium-size 
machines,  minicomputers  and  possibly microcomputere,aewell as  software) 
3.3. The  resources  required. are  awuroe..dzed  in tho  following table and 
presented  in  a  detailed  form  in Annex  5  : 
-- .. --·----·-····----------·-----------
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3.4. The  ::l1llount  of the  1976  budget  can be  rega.rded  a.e  final;  the  budgets 
for  1977  and  19'(8  a.re  approximate  a.nd  give  nome  idea of the overall 
coat  of the operation.  They  will have  to be  reviewed in the  light  of 
the studies carried out  in 1976  an1i  the negotiations whioh will be 
held with the interested circles in 1975  and 1976. ANNEX  TO  ANNEX  2  - 36-
3.5. The  funds  which will be  allocated to industrial consortia for the 
manufacture  of portable  produots resulting from  the  scheme  will 
be  reimbursed to the Community,  if the  products  prove  commercially 
suooessful,nnder  a  acheme  to  be  defined within the general  framework 
of  the  managemeat of the projects and of the medium-term  progranuu. 
3.6. The  implementation of the  projects will be  entrusted to the  Commission, 
assisted by the  Consultative Committee  on  Data  Processing Projects. 
4.  CONTENT  OF  THE:  PROJECTS 
4.1.a. Design and development  of portable compilers 
The  survey carried out  among  computer users in 1975  has revealed that 
one  project which  they regarded as extremely important  was  the  development 
of portable compilers.  This can be easily explained by the fact that 
most  of the troubles that  occur during program  conversion are due  to 
incompatibility between the  l&ngu&ges  supplied by the various 
manufacturers. 
4.2.a. A preliminary  stu~ followed qy  the development  of portable compilers 
would  therefore  satis~ a  requirement that has been clearly indicated 
by  a  large number  of users. 
4.3.a. A stu~ aimed at defining portable compilers would  be  carried out  in 
1976  on the following lines  : 
- examination of the existing languages that might  be eligible  (COBOL, 
FORTRAM,  fL  ·1,  etc.)  and  selection of one  or more  languages; 
stu~ of the architecture to be  adopted in developing the oompiler(s), 
i.e. analysis of existing compilers,  choice of structure,  nature 
of object  programs  (Assembler,  binar,y,  eto  ••  )  This  stu~ could be 
accompanied by test runs  on the computer. 
- preparation of detailed speoifioationa for the development 
of the portable oompileri. - 37- ANNEX  TO  ANNEX  2 
4.4.a. With  specifications resulting from  the  preparator,y study,  a  start 
will be  made  in 1977  on  the development  of portable compilers.  The 
work  will be  carried out  during 1977  and  1978. 
4.J,a. For  this operatioa,  the  following  guidelines  have  been retained 
- two  portable compilers will be  developed  (or chosen from  existing 
compilers)  for use with two  languages and one  type of computer; 
- the  portability of these oompilers - either sing~ or in combination -
will then be  extended to oover  six different types of computers. 
4.1.b. Design and development  of a  software writing language 
This  language,  together with the  oompilers required for use  on 
various equipment,  is a prerequieite  for  the  implementation 
of all the portable products forming  the subject  of these  projects. 
4.2.b. Its development  must  therefore be  regarded as a  matter of the greatest 
~Jt'!ncy. 
4.3.b. The  main  problem is not  to define a  new  language for handling elementary 
binar,y  items,  ~~t to develop an effective portable compiler. 
4•4•b• Rather than attempting to develop  something  complete~ new,  therefore, 
it is preforable to take  existing languages aa  the starting point. 
By so doing,  one  can avoid  z 
- lone-drawn-out  di•ousaions  on  the speoitioationa for a  language; 
- new  developments  based on  techniques that might  not  have  been 
time-tested &nd.  would result in products that are unaooeptable  from 
the point  of view  of performance. 
It is proposed,  therefore,  that the project  should be  carried out  in three 
phases  1 ANNEX  TO  ANNEX  2  - 38-
4•5•b•  The  first  phase would be  that  of selecting an existing language (or two) 
according to ver,y  strict criteria.  The  following would  be  tne 
minim~1.11 requirements 
- compilere of this language  muet  exiet  on differeat  typee 
of machinee; 
the  compilers muet  be  effective  in henerating object 
programs  of the 
11system"  type; 
the  coete  of  development  of  new  vereione  of compilers  for  other 
machinee  muet  be  low; 
- portable  products  muet  exiet  in this  language  that  have  given 
proof of their  efficiency and  portability. 
4.6.b. This  selection procedure,  which  ought  to be  carried out  ver,y  rapid~ 
in 1976,  will result  in the definition of a  language  known  as ESL 0 , 
from  which  the  future  ESL  language  (European System  Language)  will 
be  derived. 
4•?•b•  The  second  phase  of the  project,  scheduled for  1977,  will be  concerned 
with the  adaptation of ESL0  to various European computers; thoee of the mac!'lines 
in question,  which at  present  have  no  compiler for the ESL 0  language, 
will be  provided with one.  With  these  compilers it will be  possible 
to  push forward with the development  of portable products without 
waiting until the final version of ESL  is available. For  each  ~.. 
language  &elected,  eix adaptations  of  ~1 0  would  be  made. 
The  extension of  ESL0  to  obtain the  final  ESL  language  will aleo 
be  included  in the  eecond  phase  and will  be  completed  in 1977. - 39- ANNEX  TO  ANNEX  2 
4.8 .b.  Final~,  in the third phase,  which will cover the year 1978,  adaptations 
will be  made  to ESL  on  the  same  baeie ae  for  ESL0 • 
4.1.c. Desirrn  and development  of subsystems for  data  baQ8  management  and 
tr•nmaction proceeeing 
This  type  of product  is somewhere  in between an application program 
and an operating system.  In the years ahead,  subsystems  of this kind 
will come  to be  more  and more  wide~ used. 
4.2.c. Rather than embark  on  new  developments  which might  prove  long,  costly 
and of doubtful efficiency,  it is proposed to select from  the  existing 
systems those  which  experience bas  shown to be  the best,  and re-write 
them  in ESL  (see 4.6.b.)  so that  they can be used  on a  variety of 
European hardware  systems. 
4.3.c. The  advantages  of this approach are  obvious  : 
all the European computers would be  able to benefit  from  the  best 
products  in ever,y  categor,y of software at  reasonable  cost; 
any  new  software  product  that is developed and marketed would  be 
available for use  with a  number  of different  computers.  This would 
enable  the European manufacturers to share the cost  of developing 
new  products; 
each manufacturer would have  at  his disposal a  number  of different 
products  in eaoh categor,y,  which would enable  him  to  cater  for  a  wider 
market.  A data  bal"'ellaaagement eubeyetem, for inetance, may  not  cover 
all possible applications,  and the fact  that  two  oomplementar,y 
systems are available  could be  a  powerful selling point. 
4.4.o. The  projecte would  be  completed  in  two  phaeee  for  each  of  the 
producte  coneidered. 
4.5.o. The  first  phase,  which will be  completed in 1976,  will comprise  a 
survey of existing systems for  data baee management aJld traneaction 
processing, aad a  eelection will  be  made.  The  exieting products 
will be  compared  from  the  point  of view of the market  they cater for, 
their capacity,  and the user facilities they offer.  Testa  will be 
carried out. -40-
4.6.o. The  seoond phase,  scheduled tor 1977  and 1978,  will oonaiat  prtmari~ 
of converting the selected products first to E:3L0  and afterwards to E:lL. 
~h••• coAver•ioaa  would  be  ia respect  of  two  subsystems  for  data 
base management  and  two  for  transaction  proeessin~. 
4.1.d. Design  and development  of conversion tools. 
In the medium  and  long term,  the developnent  of portable products of 
the kind  envisaged  in these proposals would  reduce  incompatibilities 
between  equipment  and  favour portability of new  applications. 
More  immediately,  however,  there is a  large b~  of existing computer 
applications whioh  require oonver•ion whenever  the user changes his 
equipnent. 
4.2.d. This means  that this projeot tor the development  of conversion tools 
is designed to meet  a  need that is felt by &n3" present user wishia~ to  change 
over to a  different  computer,  and it therefore has a  high degree  of 
urgency. 
4.3.d. If conversion is to be  carried out  in the w~  that is most  advantageous 
to the user both technioalq and ti:na.noialq,  there are a  certain number 
of tools that must  be  available suoh as COBOL  and FORTRAN  traulators, 
translators for assembler  languages,  translators tor control languages, 
file converters,  eto  •• 
4.4.d.  The  projects will be  executed  in two  consecutive phases. 
The  first phase,  to be  completed as  early as possible  iR  1976,  will 
be  an  investigation of the require•eata  followed  by  the preparation 
of specifications for  the  coaversioa tools aad  facilities that are 
found  to  be  necessary. - 41- ANNEX  TO  ANNEX  2 
4.5.d. The  second  phase,  covering the years 1977  and 1978,  will be  concerned 
with the developnent  of the tools that are considered necessary,  and 
also with the adaptation of these,  which will take  place  main~ in 1978  • 
4.1.e. A preliminarY studY  on  the basic nucleus of an operating system for 
minicomputers 
This  proposal must  be  viewed  in the  light, of the current trend in data 
processing towards  systems  of the distributed type.  It is conceivable 
that the  functions  that have  to be  performed in a  network ~  be 
undertaken by  different  computers  at the various nodal centres,  and ~ 
in some  oases be  handled by minicomputers. 
4.2.e. In view  of this trend,  the creation of a  basic aucleus for an operatiag sys-
tem  for miaicomputers (common supervisor) would be likely to have coaeiderable 
interest for minicomputer manufacturers,  as this basic nucleus  could 
be  linked up  with a  number  of sophisticated subsystems. 
4.3.e. A study  on  the  development  of a  minimum  nucleus  for  an operating 
eyetem  for  minicomputers  (commoa  supervisor)  is proposed  for  1976 
with  the aim  of aaalyaing the situation and  evaluating specifications. - 42-
PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNCIL  DECISION  ADOPTING 
A GROUP  OF  STUDIES  IN  SUPPORT  OF  THE  USE  OF 
DATA  PROCESSING 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the l!hropean Eoonomio 
Community,  and in particular Article 235  thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal  from  the Ccmmiasion; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the EUropean  Parliament ; 
Whereas  the Council Resolutions of 15  July 1974  on  a  Community 
policy on data processing intends to give a  Community  orientation 
to policies for encouraging and promoting data procesaing; 
Whereas  the development  of applications software raises a  number 
.ANNEX  3 
of problema of a  general nature conceming programming teohniqu.ea,  and 
relations between mazmtacturera and uaera ANNEX  3  - 43-
Whereas  the development  of data processing applications calls for 
an examination of the problema  regarding data security and 
confidentiality from  the technical,  legal and social aspects, 
in particular in order to provide protection for oi  tizens in 
respect of the use of data processing facilities; 
Whereas  the efficient use of computers is of considerable economic 
importance;  and  that  to  increaee  this  efficiency programming 
technique&  muM\  be  iMproved; 
Whereas  data base software and  systems  should be  systematically 
examined  and  instruments developed to help users to select, 
implement  and  operate these systems  and  to facilitate 
standardization at a  later stage; 
Whereas  the above  projects appear necessary  in order to achieve 
certai~ Community  objective• in the operation of the common  market; 
Whereas  the Treaty establillhing the EUropean  Economic  Community  makes 
no  provision for the powers  required for the•e purposes, 
HAS  .&DOP'l'ED  THIS  Dl!DISIONr 
.Article 1 
Three  joint data proo•••inc project• are hereb7 adopted to run :from 
1  JaDU&r,y 1976. - 44-
(a)  Study of data security and  confidentiality  (2.4  to  2.7) 
(b)  Study  on  programming  techniques  (3.5) 
(c)  Study  on  the  evaluation and  implementation of data base 
systems  (4.7). 
ANNEX  3 
The  indications  in brackets refer  to  the paragraphs  of the  Annex  to  the 
present decision defining the different studies. 
Article  2 
The  appropriations necessary  for  the  implementation of the  studies 
shall be  entered  in the budget  of  the  European Communities. 
Article 3 
The  Commission  shall be  responsible  for  implementation of  the  studies 
and  shall be assisted by  the consultative Committee  on  Data-Processing 
Projects. 
The  Commission shall present  an  annual report  to  the Council. 
Done  at Brussels 
FOR  THE  COUNCIL 
THE  PRES !DENT - 45- AlmEX  To  ANNEX  3 
Studito  in support of the use of data processing 
1 •  Introduction 
1.1  The  development  of applications software gives rise to a  number 
of problems  which  mainly affeot the users of data processing 
systems.  Some  attempts to overcome  these problems  have  been 
made  by hardware  or software producers or users,  depending 
on  their capabilities or the advantages to  themselves,  but 
not  in any coherent  fashion. 
1.2 The  resultant confusion in the situation,  which  shows  no  sign 
of being resolved,  is harmful to the development  of the sector 
as  a  whole  and  to the proper use of data processing. 
1.3 Consequently some  effort,  especi~lly of a  methodological nature, 
at  Community  level would  be helpful in order to define in the 
medium  or long tenn more  sui  table approaches to the use or 
design of data processing systems. 
1 .4 This effort, which  would  be  of definite advantage to users, 
would  also be helpful to the industries concerned as it would 
enable them  to manufacture products better sui  ted to actual 
needs,  using more  appropriate instruments. 
1.5 T.be  projects contemplated should be carried out  aa  far as possible 
by competent  centres independent of the user or producer aeotors 
concerned. ANNEX  TO  ANNEX  3  - 46-
1.6  It is therefore  proposed that the execution of these  etudiee 
be  entrusted to national computer research centres \'torking  in 
close cooperation so as to ensure that the state of the art  in 
all the  Community  countries is  olear~ established as a 
starting point  and that the results obtained are  adequate~ 
disseminated. 
1.7  In addition,  one  of the main  effects of the  launching of these 
projects \'lill be  to promote  cooperation between public 
institutes in J'.lember  States that  are responsible  for research 
and user support,  thus helping to provide an infrastructure 
for the  Community  data-processing policy.  The  projects  that 
follow,  were  defined in collaborationbetween certain of theee 
Inetitutee and  the  Commieeion,  which  deeiree  the  extension of 
euch  collaboration to  other  Inetitutee in the Community. 
1.8  These  results will be  disseminated to the user and  producer 
sectors. 
1.9  The  Commission  has  selected the  subjects for which  a  general approach 
at  Community  level would  appear to offer the most  obvious  advantages. 
1.10  The  subjects selected are-as follows  : 
(a)  Data security and confidentiality 
(b)  Programming  techniques 
(c)  Evaluation and implementation of data base  s.1•stems. - 47-
1.11  These  subjects and the methods  to be  used are described  brief~ 
in the  following sections 21  3 and 4• 
.AlmEX  TO  .umEX  l 
1.12  The•• studies are accompaaied  by  a  systematic  actioK  for  the disse-
minatioa of intormatioa. 
2.  Data security and confidentiality (stugy a) 
2.1  In its document  on  a  Community  data processing policy,  the  Commission 
drew  attention to the  importance  of this question and the advantages 
of reconciling the  Member  States1views  on it in advance  rather than 
tr,ying to harmonize  national laws  later.  At  the request  of the 
Commission,  the  European  Parliament  has  initiated a  stu~ of the  subject 
and in most  I•Iember  States legislation is under W83•  The  Commission also 
intends to invite the authorities in ~~mber States to provide it with 
information on  the  progress of work  in this field so that it can prepare 
any  proposals it considers useful. 
2.2.  There  is no  doubt  that the methods  used to ensure that data remains 
confidential and  secure \'!ill affect  the design,  use  and  economics  of 
future  data processing systems  and  consequent:~ they are  of vital 
importance to the  producers and users of such systems. 
It ia  eq~ly importaat aot  oAly  for  citezens privacy  u~t alau  for 
free co•petition,  that  the propoaed  solutions  emanate  from  impartial 
organisations. 
2.3.  The  study proposed  below,  which will cover  the  technical,  legal,  social 
and political aspects of data security and  confidentiality,  is in the 
Commission's  Tiew  a  Tital  technical  supplement  to  the work  to  be  under-
taken ia this field  by  the European Parliameat,  goverameat  authorities 
and  the  Commission  and  by  the  computer  industry.  The  study will provide 
basic  data  in the Community. .ABNEX  TO  AliiEX 3  -48-
for a  political dabate to establish guidelines for legislation 
and  practices regarding security and  the protection of 
citizens' rights. 
2.4  Content  of project  (a) 
The  stu~ will be  oarried out  in two  stages. 
The  first  preparatory phase  covering three  close~ linked 
subjects  (A,  B and C below)  will make  it possible to define 
specifications for the seoond  phase  comprising the main 
stu~ whioh  should provide the following results  : 
- a  comparative  ana~sis of legislation,  recommendations 
and  standards  notab~ in countries of the Community,  with  a  view  to 
their harmonious  development  (A); 
- improvement  of security oontrol in installations  (B); 
- improvement  in the assessment  of the  impact  of measures 
to ensure security and  confidentiality on  the public in 
general and  on  the functioning and  structure of organizations  (C). 
2.5  Subjeot  A consists  essential~ of 
- a  stuczy  of the various national legislations and  concepts 
regarding security and confidentiality; 
- an examination of current  practices  ~egarding international 
data circulation,  especial~ in multinational companies. - 49-
2.6 Subject  B will consist essentially of: 
a  study of methods,  means  and  techniques  (from the point of view  of 
efficiency,  facility,  coet,  acceptability etc.)  baeed  on  an  invea-
tory of  faulte  that could  cause  the  break-down  of security; 
- a  study of practices in different organizations; 
- research into methods  helping organizations to  desi~ 
optimum  systems  as  regards  security and  confidentiality; 
suggestions on  training,  publications,  information on 
existing techniques,  violations,  etc. 
2.7  Subject  C will consist essentially of: 
- an  analysis of existing data circulation systems  and 
security measures  in various national environments; 
- an  analysis of the atti"tude and  behaviour of users and  the general 
public  in relatioa to  existing data circulation eysteme 
and  existing measures to preserve confidentiality and 
security; 
- an analysis of possible developments  resulting from  the 
increasing use of data processing and  the new  techniques 
and  rules regarding confidentiality and  security. -50-
3. Programming techniques  (  Styd:r  b) 
3.1  In recent years great efforts have been made  to improve the 
efficiency of programs and programmers.  Nevertheless it is 
still difficult to be certain that, fer example,  the 
specifications describe the problem correctly or program• 
have been fully tested and are reliable and portable. 
Major efforts to date have  concentrated en creating specific 
tools such as high-level  langnages. 
3.2 More  recently, attention has been focussed on program writing 
techniques rather than the 'toola used.  In particular efforts 
have been made  to obtain an understanding of the processes of 
designing  and  constructing programs. 
3.3 The  general situation is however  coafused  although  there have 
been suggestions from  various quarters on programming technique& 
to be used.  There are also  communication problema between 
researchers and users and between different users.  In addition, 
it appears that techniques have been commercially exploited 
before being impartially checked for validity. 
3.4 It is therefore essential to carry out  a  stu~ of: 
- the precise nature of programming problema J 
- the relative value and validi  t7 of oa.rrent  propoaala 
on the subj  eot 1 
- the requirement• for reaearoh,  development  and 
diaaemination. -51- ANNEX  TO  ANNEX  3 
3.5.  Coatent  of  the  study  (b) 
The  initial study oa programming  techaiques  has  the  following 
main  aims  : 
- to  identify fields  of special  importaace  to  users; 
- to  develop  proposals  for  the  fields  in which  the  greatest 
needs  are felt; 
- to  define specifications  for  a  poeeible  future  study. 
4.  Evaluation and  implementation of data. base  systems (, Stqd:v  _c) 
4.1  The  use of data. base systems is increasing.  Some  experience 
has been obtained,  but it has never been properly documented 
and  disseminated. 
4.2 There is a  need for a  systematic studJ' and for the production 
of tools for the selection,  establishment  and  operation of 
data base  systems. 
4.3 Users would benefit most  from  the proposed project.  It 
would  provide them  with assistance,  obviate duplication of 
effort by proper dissemination of information and  enable 
them  to use the ayatema  more  professionally Blld  more 
effectively. ANNEX  TO  ANNEX  3  -52-
4.4 The  study  may  also be of benefit to producers by 
supplying them with info:nnation on usen'  real needs  and  wi. th 
instruments for the evaluation of data base systems. 
4·5 Finally, the  study oould provide a  usefUl  stimulus  for  the 
identification of fields in lihioh standardization or portabil:l  ty 
projects would be desirable. 
4.6  A  study  for the evaluation and implementation of 
data base  systems  is described below,  with 
the main aim of providing those concerned wi. th info:nnation 
on the selection,  establishment  and operation of these systems. 
4•7 Content of  tht study  (c) 
The  main  features of the  etudy  are the following 
- to examine existing data base systems; 
- to produce detailed descriptions and analyses of data  haae  ayetems; 
- to  test aftd  evaluate nine  data  base  systems  in aseociation with 
a  certain number  of users. 
- on  the basis of this experience  and  aaalyaia  to  develop  guidelines 
for  the selectioa aad  implemeatation  of data base  systems; 
- to provide info:nnation regarding standardization. 
4.8  The  results of the project will be written up in reports  and 
possibly oouraes will be held or advisory services provided. 
One  important  outcome will be the creation of centres of 
expertise on data bases in the Commani ty at the disposal of users and 
industry. -53-
5.  Dissemination of info:nnation 
5.1  The  dissemination of research information is of vi  tal 
importance to research centres in general and computer 
research centres in particular. 
5.2 One  of the Community  Member  States has Pllblished a  year 
book  on Pllblic research in automation a:ad  computer  l!!lcience  .• 
This gives for eaoh research subject the location,  duration, 
nature  and content of the projects, the composition of the 
team,  the reasons for and results of the work,  Pllblications 
and.contacts. 
5·3  A working party in which several Member  States participate 
has taken on the task of producing a  trilin111al glossary of 
automation aad  computer  l!!lcience  (Ger~an-Englil!!lh-French). 
This  glossar,y relates each subject to a  major research heading 
by means  of an unambiguous  tree structure. 
5.4 There can be no  doubt  that if they are expanded to a  Ehropea.n 
level the year book and glossar,y would  considerably facilitate 
exchanges,  contacts,  coordination,  etc. between research 
centres and interested circles in the Member  States and would 
usefUlly contribute towards developing Community  cooperation 
in research on  automation and  computer  science. 
5·5 It is therefore proposed that  a  concerted action pro,jeot 
in they  framework  of CREST  be  carried out  to  extend  the 
yearbook and  glossary to  a  Community  level. 
5.6 No  financing at Community  level is required for thi  ;:  project. -54- ANNEX  4 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A  COUNCIL  DECISION  ADOPTING  A NUMBER  OF  PROJECTS 
FOR  APPLICATIONS  AND  STUDIES  IN  THE  FIELD  OF  DATA  PROCESSING 
THE:  COUNCIL  OF  THE:  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Eoonomio  Community, 
and in particular Article 235  thereof, 
Having  regard to the  proposal from  the Commission, 
Having  regard to the Opinion of the European  Parliament, 
Whereas  the  Council agreed,  in its Resolution of 15  Ju~ 1974  on  a  Community 
policy for data-processing,  with a  view to giving a  Community  orientation to 
policies for encouraging and  promoting data-proceseing,  to adopt,  on  a 
proposal of the Commiesion,  common  projects of European interest in the 
field of applications of data-processing. 
Whereas,  to this end,  a  priority should be  granted to projects  like~ to 
help to meet  the needs  of users and inoreaeethe capacity of the European-
based data-processing industry to satisfy these needs  on  the European and 
world markets; 
Whereas,  the evolution of computer-based information storago and retrieval 
has  necessitated the  provision of improved  software to fUlfil the growing 
needs  of users in different professions. 
Whereas  the evolution of ground networks  and satellite  link~; for data 
communications  requires the  developnent  of advanced teohniqut!S  and procedures 
to provide the reliability required for transmitting large ':uantities of 
data at  high speeds. 
vlhereas  the development  of :f'urther projects of Commul'li ty in·;erest and of a  medium 
term programme  in data processing requires systemati·::  exploratory study. 
tfuereas  the projects and  studies referred to  above  are aeea to  be  aeceseary 
ia order  to attain  certai~ Commuaity  objectives withiR the  framework 
of  the  Common  Market, AlU!EA  4  -55-
Whereas  the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community  has not 
provided the necessary powers  of aotions to this end, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THE  DECISION 
Article 1  : 
Two  joint data-prooeaaing projects and a  aet ot explorator.y atudiea 
are hereby adopted to run from  1 January 1976  with  the  following 
objectives  : 
1)  the  specification  of a  computer-based  information 
and  storage retrieval system  (3.3.  Annex  A) 
2)  Experimental application in high speed data communication techniques 
(3.1.1.  and  3.2.1.  Annex  B) 
3)  A set of explorator,y studies required to complete the  definition of 
actions  in  the  framework  of a  medium-term  programme. 
The  indications  in brackets refer  to  the paragraphs  of  the  Annex  to 
the present  decision defining  the projects. 
Article 2 
The  necessary appropriations for oarr,ying out  these projects  and  studies 
shall be  entered in ~he budget  of the  European Communities. 
Article  3 
The  Commission  shall be  responsible for carrying out  the projects.and studies. 
It shall be  assisted by the Consultative Committee  on Data-Processing 
Projects. 
The  Commission  shall present  a  report to the  Council eaoh year. 
Done  at Brussels 
FOR  THE  COUNCIL, 
THE  PRESIDnrl' -~- ANNEX.  A TO  ANNEX  4 
PROJECT  FOR  THE  SPECIFICATION  AND  DEVELOPMEKT  OF  A COMPUTER-
BASED  INFORMATION  STORAGE  AND  RETRIEVAL  SYSTEM 
Project  Summary 
The  project covers  the specification,  design and  development  of a  generalised 
computer  software package  of advanced  design  f~r the storage and  retrieval 
of information.  It coYere  two  phases 
- in the first phase  the characteristics desired by ueere  in all fields 
(legal,  scientific documentation,  economic  documentation,  environmental 
information,  etc.) will be  identified and  aaalyeed;  the  package  to  meet 
these needs will be  specified and  the means  of  implementation defined. 
- in the second  phase,  the generalised package  for  use  on  a  number  of 
manufacturers  computers will be developed,  and  for  some  specific  fields 
of uee special additional modules will be  designed and  developed  to 
enable  the  package  to  be  uaed  in these applications. 
The  duration of the project is expected  to  be  3  1/2 years. 
The  decision of the Council  concerns  only  the coat  of the specification 
phase.  The  financing of the development  phase will be  covered under  the 
general  financial mechanism,  which will be  propoeed  by  the Commission  in 
the  framework  of the medium  term  programme  aad which  envisages  financial 
participation from  industry. 
In view  of urgent  industria: need  a  rapid Council  decision for  funding  the 
specification phaee  is required •o  that work  may  etart in  early 1976. 
1.  Statement  of the  Problem 
1.1.  Modern  society generates a  vast quantity of information which  tradi-
tional  techniques  cannot  handle.  The  quaatity of information genera-
ted  in all fields of technology,  business,  law,  medicine  and other field• 
I  •' 
ie  expected  to  increase at an acceleratiag rate in future Jeare.  Ueers 
are also demandins better quality i•formation,  ae  a  basie  for  business 
decieions  or research plane,  ae  a  guide  to precedents  in  la~ or medicine 
or  simply as source of press and  learaed references  to  a  particular 
topic. ANNJQ  A  '40  AWl 4  -57-
Even  with a  good  index and reference  librar,y the task of retrieval of 
information is daunting,  yet  the value of stored information dependa)in 
many  caseP  critical~ on  the ease  and speed with which it can be 
sifted,  selected and retrieved.  The  problem  of information retrieval 
.is thus fundamental to modern  industrial Society. 
l.2.Recognizing this market  need,  computer manufacturers have  attempted to 
fulfil it by offering information and text retrieval packages  on their 
large computers. 
l.3.None of these  packages  has however  whol~ satisfied the requirements 
of users in the  professions concerned.  One 
manufacturer who  has the advantage  of an established world market  has met 
greater success than others in fulfilling user needs and in market 
penetration.  Even  in this oaae,  however,  the package  is available  on~ 
on  large machines  ,  though  an evolution of the software is to be  expected 
within the next  two  years in order to consolidate the position held. 
Users  claim that  problems  are still posed by the high cost and  complexity 
of data entry and updating,  by inadequate  ease  and speed of access to 
information,by shortcomings and differences in searching and  enquir,y 
facilities. And  they dislike  the preamctition that they must  invest in a  large 
computer.  Users  require a  transparent  computer-based information storage and 
retrieval II!IYStem  to whioh the non-expert  oan easizy have  aooeaa.  In order to 
'overcome  some  of these prohlems  large uaers in Member  States have  attempted to 
produce  their own  software,  thus  multip~ing the costa of development 
of such  systems  in the Communit7. 
1.4.Those European-based manufacturers who  have 
invested in producing specialised information and text retrieval 
packages  h&ve  found the venture a  limited COIIIJD8ro1al  eucoeea  due  to 
a  lack of market  penetration. -58- AN¥11  •  TO  ANNEX  4 
Each  of the European manufacturers has faced,  on the one  hand,  the solid block 
of  IW41s  established market  and on  the other a  wide  and disparate variety of 
relative~ small  .public and private users. 
In this,  as  in other applications fields,  both users and the European 
industr,y could benefit  from  a  systematic effort at European 
level to coordinate  and then translate into specifications users needs 
followed by  the development  of a  famizy of portable products, 
available on  a  variety of computera,  and emboqying thoae qualities which 
present  products  lack. 
2.  Proposed solution  : 
2.1. It is propoaed that at the European  level,  the deeign and development 
of an advanced  software  package  of modular construction which would  be 
implemented  on  different European computers,  both large and amall,  be 
undertaken.  Thie  software should be  aubata.ntialJ..y computer  independent  and 
thua make  it euier tor users to move  tram  one  kind of equipment  to 
another. 
2.2. The  computer software  so deaigned should be  capable of anaqeing indexing 
and atoring large amounts  ot information and should also oonter on 
all foreseable  users,  whatever their discipline,  a  powerful searching 
capability.  While  the b&aio  qatem would be  common,  speoitio modul .. 
should be  provided to meet  the particular working environment ot apeoial 
classes of users. 
2.3. The  propoaed aolutioa envisages  a  close aad  oagoias user and  industr7 
participation fro•  the outset  through  the design and  development  stages 
of  the software package.  Syste•s already  in being  following  other Co•-
muaitJ projects  (Legal  Iatormatioa S7stems  and  !aport/Export,  etc.) 
must  be  exaained  and  taken into consideration to  ensure contiauity 
of exploitation ot the data. 
In  view  ot  the high risk of the product  and  the need  to  bring together 
both usera  and  iadustr7 at Co••unitJ level it is proposed  to  fuad  the 
apecificatioa phase  through  the Commuait1  budget. ANNEX  A TO  ANNEX  4  -~-
In  -~he  development  phase,  a  financial contribution to development  costs 
is expected from  industr,y.  The  maintenance  of the  package  should be 
entrusted to an industrial organization which  w~uld provide equal 
access to the different manufacturers and users alike in return 
for an appropriate rental. 
3.  Content  of the Project 
3.1. The  project  covers the design,  specification and 
development  of an advanced European  software  package  which will 
have  maximum  portability between different manufacturers'  computers. 
This  package will not  un~ be  better than existing software  products 
for this application sector but  should have  an effective product 
qyole  of around ten years. 
3.2. It is  prop~sed to carr,y  out  the  project  in two  phases  : 
a  specification phase  and a  development  phase.  In view of the 
critical time constraints imposed  by  the evolution of competitive 
products it is essential that  development  be  undertaken  immediate~ 
after the specification phase.  It is assumed that in view  of the 
strategic importance  of this project,  a  oounoil decision will be 
taken soon so that work  oan commence  on  June  1,  1976. 
3.3. Specification Phase 
The  specification phase will have  the following main  objectives  : 
- to gather adequate  knowledge  of the characteristics of existing 
systems 
- to gather information about  the needs  of users and potential 
users and,  if they are users,  to obtain their reactions to 
the  system they are using 
- to determine target machine  configurations for different 
manufacturers 
- to determine  bridging requirements for users of existing 
systems - 60- ANIJX  6  i9 +HNi!  4 
- to draw  up the  paokage  specification on  the b&sie  of the users views 
and design the method  of constructing the  package 
- to select up to four specific information fields and specify and 
design the special modules  needed 
- to  stu~ the  possible impact  of the evolution of competing technologies 
over the life of the  package. 
The  specification phase  comprises  a  aeries of technical studies,  user 
and market  surveys requiring high~ experienced personnel in various disci-
plines.  This work  would  be  coordinated by the Project  Leader in close 
consultation with and guidance  from  theTechaical Committee.  Systems 
already in operation  following  other Community  projects  (Legal 
documentation anc  Import/Export  for  example)  would  be  examined  and 
taken into  coneideration. 
3.4. The  Development  Phase 
This  phase will have  two  main  objectives  : 
- to develop the specified package  and test it with pilot usera before 
final release 
- to produce  documentation about all aspects of the end  product 
including manuals  for both users and suppliers and to hand  over the 
product  maintenance  and diatribution responsibility to the organisation 
chosen. 
4•  Project Method 
4.1. It is proposed that a  project  leader be  appointed on  a  full-ime 
basis by lst June  1976. With  assistance from  the Consultative Committee, 
and  major  users he would  establish a  Technical Committee  which 
would  work  with him  oa  a  coatiauous basis during  the  evolution 
and  co~pletion of the project. 
Ia additioa to hia aoraal reaponaibilitiea  (described in 
doc.·  COM  1191/III ·74  E)  the Project  Leader will  : 
- iake accouat in the specification  phase of related information coming 
trom  other CoMMURity  Projects 
- a::sist  in the selection of an industrial org.;nisation tor  the 
mn\.ntenanoe  and dinributiCitl of the  products 
- at Uet  in handing over the paokage to this  ·lrgani.~ation. ANNEX  A  TO  ANNEX  4  - 61-
4.4. At  the beginning of the specification phase a  Technical Committee 
composed  of experts from  industr,y and major users would be  established. 
In addition to the normal  fUnctions  (described in Doo  1191/III/74 E)  the 
Committee  will have  the following tasks  : 
it will act as workshop where  the contractors staff oan hear about 
the latest experiences in information retrieval developments  and 
requirements; 
it can nominate  suitable users within the group and  outside to 
tr,y  out  the  package  before it is final~ released ; 
it will be used to broadcast  the existence of the work  that is 
being done  to avoid unnecesaar,y duplication of effort elaewhere. 
5. Time  Scale 
5.1. There  is  current~ a  need for the proposed package  and it should 
be  produced at the earliest opportunity.  It is understood that 
world's largest manufacturer's  package  is  current~ being upgraded 
and for some  users this could be  a  deciding factor in their :f'u.ture 
planning and  choice of hardware.  The  schedule  summarised  below 
assumes  the appointment  of a  Project  Leader by  let June  1976  and all 
other  quoted dates are relative to this point. 
5.2. It is proposed that  suitable Contractors be  appointed by  1 Septeml:ar  1976 
and that  the design specification phase would  commence  as  soon as 
practical after this date. 
5.3. Except  for the selection and  specific~tion of the applications 
modules,  which is not  expected before April 1978,  all or the 
specification phase  would  be  expected to be  complete  by  June  1977• 
5·4•  In the development  phase it is planned that documentation work  would 
commence  in April 1977  but the development  phase  proper would  not 
commence  until Ju~ 1977.  At  this point,  a  four month  crash programme 
would  begin to produce  a  ver,y  rough working model  of the  package 
so that  potential users will have  a  chance to experience the broad 
aspeota  of the package ill operation. - 62- ANNEX  A TO  ANNEX  4 
5·5· '!'he  members  of theTechnicalCommitteewilluee theroughofthepackage 
for  eoruti~ and  oomment.  Detailed epeoifioations of some  of the 
modules  would be  modified to take a.ooount  of their oomDMmts,  as 
late as ~  1978.  It is expeoted that the development  and 
distribution responsibility will be  handed  over to the organisation 
ohosen by the Commission  on  the advioe  of the Consultative Committee. 
It is :not  expeoted that the projeot  oan be aooelerated to oomplete it 
in under 3  1 years.  Provided that the Council adopts the projeot in time, 
the time-talle is  : 
Speoifioation Phase 
General  Paokage 
Applications modules 
Development  Phase 
Documentation work 
Programming 
September 1976  - June  1917 
September  1971  - March  1978 
April 1977  - J~  1979 
June  1971  - Deoember  1979 ANNEX  B  TO  ANNEX  4  - 63-
EXPERIMENTAL  APPLICATION  IN  HIGH  SPEED  DATA  COMMUNICATION 
Project  Summary 
The  project  covers  an  experimental  development  for a  computer application 
comprising a  series of experiments  conducted by users in computer-to-computer 
communication using the European Informatics Network  (EIN)  and  the orbital 
test satellite planned by the European Space  Agency  (ESA).  The  application 
provides  for  experiments  in advanced data communications  techniques in high 
speed  transmission using communication facilities planned by the different 
participants in the  p~oject  :  EIN,  ESA,  European  Organisation for Nuclear 
Research  (CERN)  and its collaborating laboratories. 
The  duration of the project is expected to be  five years  •  A Council 
decision on  a  Community  contribution  ~.o  the  Cost  is required before the 
end  of 1975  so that the project may  commence  in January 1976  to fit in 
with the development  programs  of ESA  and EIN. 
1.  Statement  of the Requirement 
1.1  Introduction 
The  impact  of new  data communications  techniques is already having an 
effect  on  almost all aspects of human  affairs.  The  conduct  of experiments 
in the use  of the EIN  communications  sub-network  and the ESA  test satel-
lite (OTS)  in the demanding area of data processing for high energy 
physics research will be  of great mutual benefit to the organisations 
involved,  and  should provide valuable information as  a  basis- to  judge the 
likely impact  elsewhere of new  developments  in data communications  and 
its applications. -64- ANNEX  B TO  ANNEX  4 
1.  2.  Background  - EIN 
EIN  is expected to become  operational in 1976.  It is designed to provide 
experience in computer  network  technology which  ooulJ pave  the w~  for 
other international  computer networks.  However,  no  provision has yet 
been made  to augment  the  research work  of the initial centres by pilot 
user-applications involving real traffic which could ~elp in initial 
debugging and test out reliability of service,  system capacity and  the 
·.like.  As  the EIN  project is an experiment  in computer  networking it 
is important-to attract users who  can benefit  from  the  experimental 
environment. 
1.2.1  Requirement  - EIN 
Pilot users with operational requirements  for data Communication  are 
needed to check  out  the  system performance  from  the point of view  of 
such users. 
The  experience  gained from  EIN  should help in evolving  guide-~ines and 
standards that can be  applied when  designing new  computer networks. 
This  could include  : 
a)- performance  e.g.,  reliability,  load factor,  eto. 
b)- user-interface hardware  and  sottware techniques 
c)- distributed processing techniques 
1.3  Background  - OTS 
The  Orbital Teat Satellite (OTS)  is an experimental  communications 
satellite being built by the European Space  Agency  (ESA)  and  scheduled 
for launching in mid-1977.  The  satellite contains two  narrow band 
channels which  are available for use in high speed data transmission 
experiments.  The  purpose  o:f  OTS  is to aot as a  foreru.nne1  to the 
planned European Communications  Satellite and to try out  the  new 
ideas and  techniques which the latter will use. ANNEX  B TO  ANNEX  4  - 65-
1.3.1  Requirement  - OTS 
The  development  of the satellite along with its powerful  communications 
capability is already being funded  by ESA.  Users  and  potential users 
with computer to  computer applications requiring high Jpeed data  tr~­
mission facilities are needti  to explore the  capability provided by 
OTS.  Practical experiments  should be  conducted in bulk data transfer 
with particular reference to error-checking and  error procedures. 
Such  experiments would  be  valuable as  a  source of early operational 
data based  on  real usage  of a  satellite link and  in the planning and 
design  of standard equipment  by industry.  Simple,  low  oost,  earth 
stations handling data rates not  in routine use  today,  will require 
the development  of appropriate antennae,  radio frequency amplifiers 
and  receivers,  data transmission equipment  and  formats. 
1.  4.  Background - CERN 
Hundreds  of scientists from  Member  Countries  come  to  CERN  to carry 
out  high energy experiments.  Experimental data on bubble  chamber 
film and  on tens  of thousands  of magqetic tapes is collected every 
year at  CERN  and  the great majority is eventually analysed  on 
computers  in the  experimenters 'home  laboratories.  At  present. the 
means  of transport of the data (by aircraft or by road)  is inadequate. 
This  constraint makes  it impossible to use  computers  in tAe  scientist's 
home  laboratories to control the  running of their experimenta at  CERN, 
by analysing significant sized samples  of data and  returning the 
results in time to correat errors or mulfunotions.  These  sample 
calculations have,  therefore,  to be  done  at  CERN.  The  physicists 
have  to develop  and maintain two  sets of programs,  poss;.bly for 
different makes  of computers,  with all the extra work  &j'lcl  poasibili  ties 
of error  which  this entails. 
1.4.1  Requirement  - CERN 
A developed and  economical  system of data communication  between  the 
various laboratories allowing remote use of computers  wc•1ld  :.ncrease - 66- ANNEX  B TO  ANNEX  4 
CERN  is thus very interested in current developments  towards 
international data networks  and is ready to participate in their 
development  in ~  w~  consistent with the mission and  resources 
of the organisation.  Several other high energy p~sios laboratories 
have  indicated similar interest and desire to  join in experiments 
on  international data transmission. 
2.  Proposal 
2.1  CERN  and its collaborating laboratories are particularly well 
placed to help in tests involving realistic heavy traffic,  since 
the  high energy physicists form  a  community  accustomed to exploiting 
large quantities of data,  whi~e working with equipment  and  services 
which  do  not have  public service reliability and availability. 
They  will not  therefore be deterred from  using an experimental 
network  such as EIN.  It is therefore proposed as  a  ~irst stage 
that the EIN  network be  extended to include a  node  at  CERN  which 
would  enable the soientifio community to make  such  experiments 
using the network. 
2.2  As  a  seoond  stage,  CERN  and  interested associated laboratories 
will be  provided with the necessary equipment  to establish a 
satellite lirik.  This would  require the provision of a  transmit/ 
receive earth station at  CERN  and appropriate earth stations at 
the various  laboratories.  Experiments using the  OTS  satellite 
are proposed as a  continuation of the series of planned traffic 
experiments at much  lower speed using the EIN.  Several associated 
laboratories of CERN  have  shown  interest in these  experiments, 
notably RHEL  in the UK,  and  DESY  in Germa.ey  who  are  advanced in 
their arrangements.  Other possibilities are Centres in Amsterdam, 
Bologna and Paris. 
RHEL  Rutherford Higb  Energy Laboratory 
DESY  Deutsche Elektronen aynohrotron - 67-




There  are  two  stages in the project which  are described below. 
Stage  1 
Content 
Ia•tallation of data  tranemieeion  equipment  to 
extend Elll  to  CERN  and to parmi t  experiments  in computer 
to computer  communication betl'teen  CERN  and  Rutherford Laboratory.' 
- The  key elements  of Rtage  1  of the project include work  : 
-to establish and test at saturation capacity with real  data 
a  computer-to-computer link between  CERN  and  Rutherford  Lab. 
using EIN,  EPSS  and  the necessary interconnecting computers. 
- to assess how  the results of these  experiments  influence 
the organisation and  implementation of high energy physics 
research and  other applications. 
Time  Scales 
EIN  is due  to start initial operation in mi-1976.  Allo~ing 
several months  for testing by its designers,  the testing phase 
of CERN  experiments using the network  could start around 
end-1976.  Before then,  the  CERN  node  should be  installed,  checked 
out,  and  the first experiments prepared at  CERN  and 'Rutherford 
Laboratory.  This implies that the node  computer  should be  pur-
chased and installed at  CERN  early in 1976. 
The  traffic experiments will have,  on  this time  scale,  a  ·testing 
phase  during the  early months  of 1917,  after which  the ne';work 
should be  made  available on a  suitable planned schedule  fl:r use 
by the physics  groups  concerned.  The  duration of a  partic:.t.lar 
group's use of EIN  should be planned for around  two  years  till 1979), 
this being the typical time scale for a  high energy experiJ:ent. 
When  other laboratories participate the duration of the  ~:eriments 
m~  be prolonged. 3.2 
3.2.1 
-~- ANNJX  B  TO  ANNI~4 
Stage  2 
Content 
It is proposed to install transmitting/receiving equipment  at 
CERN  and  a  receiver at RHEL,  thus providing a  one-w~ transmission 
link via the satellite.  The  satellite earth station at  CERN 
will be  interfaced to the  eqUipment  already installed for 
connection to EIN  (in Stage 1). 
The  key elements  of stage  2 include  : 
- The  development  and  testing of the  equipment  necessary to 
establish a  computer to computer link via the  OTS  system 
at high data transmission rates. 
- The  experimental use of the  OTS  satellite for bulk transfer 
of data with particular emphasis  given to developing error 
checking techniques and  error control procedures. 
- The  feasibility of using a  terrestrial data network  to 
control bulk data transfer through a  satellite channel. 
3.2.2.  Time  Scales 
The  satellite is due  to be  launched in mid-1977  and  tests by 
CERN  and  its partners could  commence,  on  a  partial basis,  during 
the  following 6 months.  The  main data experiments  can only 
begin in 1978. 
In order to match  this schedule the  following  eucceeeion of evente 
is  foreseen 
- order of equipment 
- delivery of  ~quipment 
- testing and  commissioning of equipment 
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The  following  pages  set  on~,  ;J.r"""n'  thE;  .h•3adi:-.r,  of  ~ctions or groups  of actions, 
the methods  of pro,ject  m<tnageme.r:!.  ~~nv"ina.g·e-i  by the  t!'JWI•isalon,  as well as an 
estimate  of financial  axpArldit•.l''e;  rhH  latto·"  .i~  l'lu!Jirnaris~d in eaoh case  by 
one  or more  brief financial  s\.l.llluaric::il.  It is Roted  that  the project  expenditure 
is of non-obligatory character. 
1.  Development  project  for  a  common  language  for real  time  programming 
(LTPL-Project) 
1~.  The  Commission will bfl reepoaeable for  illplementation of the project 
and will  be assisted by  the Consultative Committee  on Data-Processing 
Projects. 
1  •. 2.  A technical  Committe~ wdl  l1t..  ~'et  LlP·  'J'his  Hi Jl be  a  E.iDl~ll  worlcing party 
of international  exper~r:~  ~el~tJted :f'rom  v.c~ong  ~hfl  uoers  and  the  industry, 
which  will  meet  l'agul!1.rly  Ei.i.Vl  pl'W'id0  :~.  clnsf•  liaison with  the  project 
leader on techninal  a.nd  d:ovF.1oprc•;n1.  ..p.1eE'il0ns.  '!:ts  i\otnal  function is to 
translate user requi..l•flmtu.ta  int('  H;chniea.l  speeifioa;~ion,  and  provide  a 
channel of communication  bet•~·)<'in  i:h·~  ilSeA:·r·  and  tr.e  pro  .i•~ct.  Composition end 
experiences malce  it highly  l•HhEo:l; ~·l;.i,~l:-1-.o  ~o  t.t;;<3  L'rFTr-~  ·~roup in this function. 
1.3.  The  project  leader will  be  <-l  pore:ou  ;Jith high··level  tril ning appropriate 
to  the nature  and  ecope  of  ;.he  PM ;i<sct.  '.Ph~  proj•Jct  leac :tr will be  assigned 
to  the  implementation of  the  projec.t  on  a  full-time  bas·  ~. 
Contractors will be  responsible  for the execution of te1  mioal work. 
These  will be  consortia of ;.;11ropean  companjes  eopeciall;· sof-tware  houses. ANNEX  5  -W-
Financial  implications 
1.5.  The  total cost  of the project will be  6.703.100  Units  of accounts, 
distributed over  four  years. 
The  estimated  cos~are shown  in the  tables  on  the  following  two  pages. 
The  fimancial  summary  form  corresponding  to  this action is shown  on 
page  74. 
The  expenditure has  been  estimated on  the basis of price forecasts at 
the middle of 1975.  The  Commission may  decide  to adjust  the  amounts, 
depending  on  the actual date of the Council  decision,  in the light of 
the  economic  situation. (•) 
ESTIMATED  COSTS  OF  LTPL  PROJECT 
I.  General  expenses  (in Units  of Account) 
1976  1917  1978  1979  TOTAL 
Project  leader 
a 60.000  per year  60.000  60.000  60.000  60.000  240.000 
Assistant 
a 30.000•per year  3lh000  30.000  30.000  30.000  120.000 
--l  - Trave  1  costs 
Project  leader +  assistant 
2  per year  USA  :  1.500 
10 per year Europe  :  250  5-500  5-500  5-500  5.500  22.000 
Management-and Administration 
- 1 Secretary 
- Overhead costs for office and 
other administration expenses 
- Printing and publication of Documents  ao.ooo  80.000  80.ooc  80.000  320.000 
Coanitte~ travel costs 
4  per year,  20  attendants at  200  16.000  16.000  16.000  16.000  64.000 
Total per year  191.500  +  191-500  +  191.500  +  191.500  766.000 
~ I 
Technical manpower 
p.  35- men  year at 40.000  --
Computing time 
Tec~cal manpower 
60 men  year at 40.000 
Computing time 
Tec~ical manpower 
22  men  year at 40.000 
Computing time 
Total costs 
a.  general costs 
b. contracts  +  computing time 
II.  Expenses  for  working contracts and technical computing time (LTPL-Project) 
A.  Definition phase 
1976  1977  1978  1979  Total 
1.032.000  302.100  83.000  - 1.41?.100 
10.000  10.000  10.000  - 30.000 
B.  lmElementation Ehase 
9()0.000  1.000.000  50Q.OOO  - 2.400.000 
300.000  300.000  200.000  - 800.000 
c.  Evaluation phase 
- 280.000  280.000  320.000  880.(10() 
- 130.000  130.000  150.000  410.000 
191.500  191.500  191.500  191.500  766.000 
2.242.000  2.022.100  1.203.000  470.000  5-9317.100 
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FINANCIAL  SUMMARY  FORM 
1.  Budgetary post  concerned:  Article 321 
2.  Title of project:  Development  of a  common  language  tor real 
time  programming-LTPL  Project 
3.  Legal basis:  Article 235  ot the  Treaty 
Decision of the  Council  dated ........ 
4.  Objective or the  Action:  Development  of  a  common  language  for 
real  time  programming  in view or 
standardisation 
5.  Total  cost  of Action and  annual  payments  foreseen, 
5.0.  Total cost:  6,?02,750  U.A. 
5.1.  Time-table  fo~ payments:  1976  1977  1978 
U.A..  2.433.150 
1979 
U.A.  661.?00 
6.  Financing:  Provisions to be  madr!t  in  future  budgete. ANNEX  5  - 74-
2.  Software Portability  (Annex  2) 
( 2,1.  The  Commieeion will  be  reeponsable  for  the  implementation of the 
projects and will be aesieted by  the Consultative Committee  on  Data 
Projects. 
2.2.  D~-to-~ project  management  will be entrusted to a  project  leader 
selected for his knowledge  of the  subject. 
2.3.  The  projects will be  developed in olose  collaboration  with the 
interested  parties,  i.e;  hardware  and software  manUl·acturers,  users and 
computer research centres.  The  membership of the technical committees 
will be  determined by  the nature  of the product  and the special 
knowledge  required. 
With  regard to product  polioy,  the  Commission will collaborate olosely 
w~th the  Consultative  Committee  and the interested parties in working ont 
a  suitable policy to cover  : 
- the  recover,y of public investments in the event  of a  product  proving 
commercially successful; 
industrial ownership; 
- distribution and maintenance  of the  products; 
- recommendations  for the use  of products (possibly standardizat:ion) 
within the  framework  of a  Community  policy on  public  oont~cts. 
2.5.  The  eetimated coats are  ehowa  ia tne  tables  on  the  following  three 
pages. 
The  financial  summary  foT~ corresponding  to  thie action is  ehown  on 
page 78. (-..) 
Cost Estir  •  .ate 
PORTABILITY 
Project  Nature  of work  Period  Cosi  per man- Work  (man- Computer  Total 
(months)  year in u.a.  months)  costs 
Compilers 
4o4o&o  (See 4.3.a of text)  6  60,000  1  X  6  - 30,000 
(year 1976)  - Stud,y of existing l.a.nguages 
- Stud,y  of Architecture;  6  6o,OOO  3  X  6  23,000  113,000 
- Prepa.rat  ion  of specifications 
2  l.allgua.ge  B  4  4x4  eo.ooo 
Total  223,000 
4.6.a.  (Seo 4.6.a of text) 
(years  1977  and  - design of 2  portable 
1978)  compilers  (1977);  24  40,000  16 X  24  320,000  1,600,000 
- extension for 6  types of 
machines  ( 1978) ;  960,000  -.1 
Eat. cost per version 10%  of 
Cit 
oost of compiler  Total  2,56o,OOO 
I 
La.r!guage 
t7·b·  (See  4.5.6. of text) 
year 1976)  - analysis of erlsti:f l.anguages 
and selection (ESL0  6  60,000  2  X  6  15,000  15,000 
4.10.b. 
Crear 1977)  - adaptation of ESL0 ;  12  40,000  1  ~ 12  70,000  350,000 
- modification of ESL0  to 
obtain ESL  12  40,000  4  X  12  40,000  200,000 
Total  550,000 
- ---·--
4ellobe 





(years  1977  et 
1978) 
Selection of products 
- Data  bank 
- Transactions 
Conversion to ESL0 
- Data bank 
- 'l'ransactions 









4  X  6 
3  X  6 
14  X  12 








1, 200, ()()()  ( 1977 
(est.  cost  25  %  of ESL0 )  300,000 (1978 
.  Total  1-"00 000 
=========================================================================================================================~==~=========: 
Conversion tools  (See 4.4.d. of text) 
4•5•d•  - Specification of tools 
(year 1976) 
~~6.d. 
(years  1977-78) 
(See 4•7•d•  of text) 




6o,ooo  2  X  6  60,000 
40,000  20x24  500,000  2, lOC  000 
==============================================:===~=~==============~~=================~========u====================~==c~====~ 





(See 4.3.e of text) 
- Stu~ and specifications 
(See 4•5•e of text) 
-Design 
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General  expenses 
The  overall annual costs are as follows  : 
1976  1977  1978 
Project  Leader  60,000  60,000  60,000 
Assistant  project  Leaders  - 120,000  120,000 
Secretariat Services  50,000  200,000  100,000 
Travel expenses for technical 
Committees  50,000  50,000  50,000 
Travel expenses  for Advisory 
Committee  25,000  25,000  25,000 
Total  185,000 u.o.  455,000 u.o.  355,000 u.o. 
Summary 
Projects  :Budget  in u.a.  Total per 
1976  1977  1978  project 
in u.a. 
a  223,000  1,6oo,ooo  960,000  2,783,000 
b  75,000  550,000  500,000  1,125,000 
c  250,000  1,200,000  300,000  1, 750, 000  .. 
d  60,000  1,050,000  1,050,000  2,160,000' 
e  30,000  6oo,ooo  630,000 
General  expenses  185,000  455,000  355,000  995,000 
- ..  4""r  ..  =•=•==•=  ...............  . 
3,165,000  9,443,000 
II 
823.000  Total  5,455,000 ANNEX  5  - 78-
l.  Relevant  budget  heading  :  Article 321 
2.  'ritle of project  :Projects  in Data  Processing  concerning Software 
portability 
3.  Legal basis  :  - Article 235  of the •rreaty 
-Council Decision of •••••••••••••••••• 
4.  Aim  of project  :  Design and development  of portable  compilers, a  software 
writiag laaguage,  aub&yateas  for  data  base management 
aftd  traftsaetioft  proceseiBg,  eonTereion  tools,  a  basic 
operating  system  for  minicomputers. 
5.  'rotal cost  of project  and annual approprie.tions .required 
5.0.  Total cost  9,503,000  u.a. 
5.1.  Time  scale  1976  1971  1978 
u.a.  823,000  5-455,000  3,165,000 
6.  Pinance  provisions  to  be  made  in future  budgets. - 79- ANNEX  5 
3. Studit! in auppgrt  gf the  uet gf dete-prggeee1er <••••x  3>. 
3.1. The  Commission will be  responsible for the  implementation of  the project 
and will bt aeeiated by  the Consultive Co••i  ttet Data Proceeeing Proj ecta 
3.2. A project manager  will be  give~ the ~  to ~  management  of the 
various actions.  It is  p~oposed that this role is combined with project 
leader of the  "portability"  pr~jeot since several aspects of these two 
projects are complementar,y.  The  project manager will be  assisted b,y  a 
deputy for the individual projects. 
3.3. The  Commission will take care that a  close  liaison is established 
between the  In~titutes direct~ charged with oarr,ring out  the work  and 
all interested organisations whether research,  user or industrial. 
These  Institutes will be  selected b,y  v~tue of their experience in the 
areu being considered and their willingaese to cooperate with each  other 
ia the framewerk  of the Community. 
3.4.  The  estimated  coste are shown  in the  tables on  the  two  following 
pagee. 
The  financial  eummary  form  correeponding  to  these  etudiee  is 
shown  on  page  82. A!ftfmX5 
Project 
Data security and 
confidentiality 
(see  2.8 of text) 
First phase 
Second  phase 
Programming techniques 
(see  3.6 of text) 
-80-
Cost  estimate 
Studies  in support  of the use  of data processing 
A- 29  000 u.a. 
B- 26  000  u.a. 
c - 32  000  u.a. 
87 000  u.a.  from  1976  budget 
A- 600  000  u.a. 
B- 500  000 u.a. 
c - 000 000 u.a. 
2  100  000 u.a.  budget  estimates for 1977,  1978 
and 1979  at  700  000 u.a.  per annum 
Initial study  87  000  u.a.  from  1976  budget 
••••==s=======s=s==m••••==••••••  •••~••••••--~••••••a••••••••••••=••~••=••••••••••••••••••• 
Evaluation and  implementation 
of data base  systems 
(see 4.9 of text) 
staff costs 
travel 




management  of data 
bank  systems 
Total 
250  000  u·.a. 
50  000 
125  000 
75  000 
435  000 
200  000 
~  :for 9 data 
~ base  systems 
2  135  000 u.a. for 1917, 
1978  and  1979 - 81- Ammx  5 
annual  budget  735  000 u.a. in 1976 
700  000 u.a. in 1977 
700  000 u.a. in 1978 
Budgets  may  be  corrected by  the inflation rate. 
Estimates are based on  prices at the beginning 
of 1975· 




Data security and  confidentiality 
Programming  techniques 
Evaluation and  implementation 
of data bases 
General  costs 
Totals 
one  deputy project  le&de~ 
secretarial costs 
coats of technical committee 
meetings 
coats of Advisory Committee 
meetings 
Total 
* see 6.2 in text. 
Budgets 
1976  1977  1978 
87  000  700  000  700000 
87  000  - -
735  09Q  700  000  700  000 
155  000  155  000  155  000 
1  064  000  1  555  000  1  555  000 
40  000  u.a. 
40  oooii.t.a. 
50  000 u.a. 
25  000 u.a. 
155  000 u.a. per annum 
1979  Totals by 
project 
700  000  2  187  000 
- 87  000 
- 2  135  000 
155  000  620  000 
855  000  5  029  000 - 82-
&JNM.ARY  FINANCIAL  REX}ORD  SHEET 
1 •  Relevant  budget heading: Article  321 
2.  'l'i tle of project:  Studies in support of the use of data pi'Ooessing 
3.  Legal basis: Artiole 235  of the Treaty 
Council Decision of  •••••• 
4.  Aim  of the project 1  To  carry out  a  study on data security 
and confidentiality 
Stuqy  on programming techniques 
To  evaluate and implement  data base systems 
5·  Cost  of the project  and annual appropriations provided: 
5.0 Total oost: 5  029 000 u.a. 
5.1  Timetable:  1976  1977  1978  1979 
1  064 000  ~.a.  1  555  000 u.a.  1  555  000 u.a.  855  000 u.a. 
6. Financing:  provisions  to  be  made  in future  budgets. - 83-
4•  Application•  and  etudiee in the  field of data-proceeeing 
(Annex  4) 
A1ftlll , 
4.1.  Project  for  the epecification and  development  of a  computer-based 
information storage and  retrieval system  (Annex  A to  Annex  4) 
1. 
FINANCIAL  RECORD  SHEET 
Cost  estimate 
Cost  of specification phase: .  ...................... . 
Technical  coste: 
- Contracts  to  industry per-
sonnel  and  computer  time: 
- Users  technical Group 
- Project  management 
Project leader: 
Tra..-el  costs: 
Total  Technical  costs 
- Administration costs 





















2 •.  The  coat  of the  de..-elop•ent  phase  is esti•ated at 1,6 M.U.A. ANNEX"5  - 84-
FINANCIAL  SUMMARY  FORM 
1. Budgetary post  concerned  :  Article  321 
2.  Title of Project  Project for the  specification and  development  of a 
Computer-based  Information Storage  and  Retrieval 
Syetem  (Annex  A to  Annex  4) 
3.  Legal  Basis  Article  235  of the Treaty 
Decision of the  Council  dated 15th July 1974 
4. Objectives of the Action  :  The  specification of a  Computer-b~d tnformation 
Storage  and  retrieval system usable for many 
applications and  over a  wide  range  of  computers. 
5.  Total cost  of Action and  annual payments  forseen 
5.0  Total Cost  471,000 
5.1. Time-table for payments  1976  1211. 
u.A.  133,500  232,500: 
1978 
U.A.  105,000 
6.  Financing  Provisions to be  made  in future budgets. -85- gm 5 
4.2.  Experimental application in high epee4  data trane•ieeion  (Annex  B to Annex  4). 





a) Design and  Installation Phaae 
(i)  Capital Costa  & 
- Supp~ and inatall&tion ot network 
Switching Centre  •••••••••••••••••••• 
- Modems  ...........•.................. 
- Remote  Gatewa,y  computer  (common  to 
stage 2) 
and other equipment  at  CERN 
'l'O'l'AL 
( ii) other costa during design, 
Installation and  C011111issioning  ( 1976) 
I 
- Sta:f':t'  - 6  man  years by EIN,  CERB 
and RHEL  at  40,000 u.a. 
- Travel and adminiatration 
- maintenance  of switching centre  <i year) 
TOTAL  COOTS  1976 
b)  Transmisaion experiments  pbtae  s 
- Operation and maintenance  ot Switohing 
Centre 
- Data links to other centrea 
- Stat! for conduct  and evaluation of 













-Travel and  administratio~  30,000 






...._ ________ _ 
o)  Coat  tor 3 years 1977,  1978  and 1979  780  000  .....  :.L ••  -
TOTAL  COOT  OF  PROJEC'l'  STJ.<E  1  l,  390, 000  -------
•  Financing required 
f"rom  the  COII"lluni ty  :  4901000 u.a. 
This  includes the cost  o:t'  equipnent,  maintenanoe  and the colt 
ot data linka. -86-
4•2.2. Cost  of Stage  2  :  Extension to use  (OO'S)  Satellite 
Jl 
• 
a)  Design and  Installation Phase 
(i) Capital Costs  : 
- Supp~ and  Installation of 3 
simple earth stations at 
- Equipment  modifioaticms 
TOTAL 
CERN  ••••••••••• 
RHEL  ••••••••••• 
DESY  ••••••••••• 
(ii) Other Costs  during design, 
installation and commissioning 
- Staff - 8  man  years by ESA,  CERN,  RHE:L, 
DESY  at  40.000 u.a. 
- Travel and administr$tion 
- equipment  maintenance (2/3 year) 
b)  Transmission experiments  phase  (for three years) 
- operation and maintenance  of earth .. 
stations  • ·• · 
- Staff for conduct  and  evaluation of 
experiments  :  7 staff pel" year 
- Travel  and adminiatratioA 
- Coat  per year 
Coat  for 3 years ( 1978,1979,  1980 ) 
TOI'AL  COST 
•  Financing required from the Community  430,000. 





















..  , .. 
1, o•;o,ooo 
l,]J.o,ooo  -----··· - 87-
4.2.}.  Community  Funding Required and schedule ot Pa.vment  1 
Pment SohedY.le  9:£  Year 
Total  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
FUiiding 
Stage 1  49'),000  341),000  50,000  50,000  50,000 
Stage 2  430,000  160,000  180,000  30,000  30,000  30,000 
TOTAL  520,000  500,000  230,000  80,000  80,ooo  30,000 
~---·-··  -------- .........  -- --- ---···-
A  contribution of  920~000 u.a. trom the Community  represents 34 %  ot the 
total cost  of the project. 





FINANCIAL  Stn~~y  FORM 
Budgetary post  concerned  Article  321 
Title of project  Experimental  application in high  speed 
data  tranemieeion. 
Legal basis  Article 235  of the  Treaty 
Resolution of the  Council  dated 15th July,  1974 
Objective of the  Action  The  project  comprises  experiments  in computer 
to  computer  Communications  using  computer 
networks  and satellite link for develop-
ment  of advanced  techniques in high  speed 
transmission 
5.  Total  cost  of Action and  annual  p~ents foreseen 
5.0  Total  cost  920  ,000 a.u. 
5.1  Time  table  for  p~ents :  1976  1977  198o  - -
500, 000  230, 000  80,000  80,000  )0, 000 
6.  Financing  Provisions to be made  in  future budgets. - 89- ANNEX  5 
Fm.ANCIAL  SUJ.fi.IARY  FORl·7 
1. Budgetary  post  concerned  .. :  Article 321 
2. Title of project  :  A set of explor ator,y studies. 
3.  Legal basis  :  - Article 235  of the Treaty 
- Resolution of the  Council dated 15th Ju~ 1974. 
4.  Objective  of the Action  :  A set  of technical studies and  surveys 
required to complete  the development  of 
actions in a  medium  term programme. 
5· Total cost  of Action and  annual  ~ents  foreseen 
5.0  Total cost  : 5 00, 000  a.  u. 
1976 
5.1.  Time-table  for  ~ents :  500,000 u.a. 
6. Financing  :  Provisions to be  made  in  future budgets. 